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PREFACE 
Dhile inspecting th0 South West Box Company at Sand Springs,, Oklahoma, 
during a class field trip,, the vJriter bacama interested in the manufacture 
iii 
of corrugated boxes. A person readily recognizes the Laiportanco of this 
industl"'f when he realizes just hm, much merchandise is shipped in. thh type 
of container. Realizing; the importance of the commodity, the -v1:dter embarked 
upon the study of the corrugated box industry in Oklahoma .. 
The purpose of this thesis i.s to give a geographic interpretation. of 
the corr1.1gated box industr-y in Oklahoma with aot1e re±'erouoes to region.al and 
national considerations. The Sou.th ·uest l1ox Company at Sand Springs, Oklahoma, 
received full treatment as it was used as a model corrugated box plant. The 
,:1e-;;rr1er Corporation.,, which consists of several corrur;ated box plants in the 
oi;mtral part of ti1e United States, includes tho Sand Springs f'aotor~r. Thia 
corporation is discussed to show the :tef;ional geographic distribu,t;ion of the 
'box plarrts within this corporation. The study also necessitated an. introduction 
into the history and ·the early development of paperboard an.d the evolution 
of the corrugated box. The manufacture of' kraft; pa.per, the major material 
used in th.e ma.11ufnoture of' corrugated boxos, is also discussed.. The three 
remaining corrugated box plants in Oklahoraa are described. 
Principal sources for the :material of' this thesis were .from field studies 
by the writer. Ile made several trips to the South Hast Box Company and at 
least one trip to each of' the other box companies in Oklahoma, observing the 
manuf'acturing processes in opera:l;ion and questioning plant employees. The 
represantatives of each of' these plants were very cooperati-ve in contributing 
inf'ormation for this study~ Other souroo material includes papor trade journals.,. 
special reports, publications pertaining to specific box companies and corre-
iv 
apondence with a ll the corrugated box plants in the Boerner Corporation. 
The writer wishes to extend his gratitude tor valuable information 
concerning the manufacture ot corrugated boxes especially to Kr . E. E. Boyd. 
Time Study Engineer and Safety Director. and Ur . F. C. Baker. Office 1fa.D.ager 
of' the South West Box Comp&izyJ to Yr. IL P. Ma.oDougal.l. Vice President and 
General Personnel Mana.gar of the Hoerner Corporation and all other repreaenta.-
tivea of' the organ1&at1onJ to Mr. IL D. Wrenn. Office l4anager., Muskogee branch 
of the Container Corporation of .America; to l!r. William J. Kiethley • Super-
I 
visor of the Ck rkaburg Paper Company; to Mr. Floyd L. Shields., Manager of 
the Sooner Corrugated Box Comp~J and to Vr. I. Y. East. Kanager., Southern 
Kra.t't Division., International Paper Company tor ini'ormation concerning the 
manufacture of wood pulp, and kraft paper. Mr. Alton P. Juhlin., Head Reference 
Librarian at Oklahoma.A. & K. College., helped in obtaining reference material. 
The writer is indebted to the Faculty ot the Geography Dei&rtment and 
especially to Dr. David c. Winsl ow. Assistant Professor Geography., under 
whose direction this study was madeJ and to Professor Robert C. Fi ta. 
Ass1atant Proteaaor of Geography. tor valuable suggestions in the preparation 
ot this thesis. 
W. A. F. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PAPERBOARD CONTAINER INDUSTRY 
Purpose 2£_ the Study 
The purpose of this study ia to give a geographic interpretation of the 
corrugated box industry in Okl ahoma ~ith some references to the regi onal and 
national picture. A typical plant.. the South West Box Compaey- at Sand Spring•• 
Oklahoma .. and its typical plant group .. the Boerner Corporation .. are treated. 
Three other Oklahoma. plants .. the lruskogee branch of the Conta.iner Corporation 
ot America. .. the Clarksburg Pa.per Compan;y oi Ad.a .. and the Sooner CoITugated 
Box Company of Oklahoma City are described. The trade territory of the 
Oklahoma concerns and the Hoerner Corporation are exp1ained. The history of 
the corrugated box industry in the United States is given showing significant 
trends. Throughout there is an anal ysis of the geographic and other condition.a 
leading to the establishment .. manufacture. production and trade development 
of this industry. The final or summary chapter considers the Oklahoma plants .. 
interpreting their relative importance in produO'tion .. stage ot deTelopment 
and £uture expansion possibilities. Geographical faot-0rs concerning evolu,.. 
tiona.ry processes a.re stressed. 
Definition .£!'._Paperboard 
The corrugated box is seldom called by its proper name; but more often 
the common name of "cardboard box" is used. This ordinary desigp.ation ia 
too broad i n its meaning. £or it incl udes all types of pa.perboard boxes 
including the corrugated box. Hence "cardboard" is a general term used only 
2 
by th public. and not a a recognized term in the trade . 1 
"The te 'paperboard." (also commonly called 'board' or 'fibreboard') 
1 uaed to embrace all grad a of tibrou terials, de on paperboard 
machine. th t are l?/1.,000 of inch or ore in thickness." 2•3 Paper material• 
lea than 12/1.,000 of an inch in thickness are technically described as 
paper. The ost common thicknesaea or paperboard are o.oa. o.oa., O.Q9, or 
0 .10 of an inch. 4 
Corrugated Board 
Corrugated board is that terial formed by gl uing a oorrugat d sheet 
to f l at piece of paper. 
Corrugated board is chiefly fo ed into tour different structural 
types (See Figure 1). 
1. Corrugated ahaetss The chief constituent of corrugated board. 
Thia sheet is made from atra: and kratt5 and uat have a uniform 
thiekneas of not less than .009 of an inoh. 6 The corrugated sheets 
should be either .A.-tl ute. 7 h ving approximately thirty-two corru-
gationa per foot; B-fl ute, having approximately fifty corrugations 
per toots or C-flute, having approximately forty-two corrugations 
1Handbook--Corrugated Fibreboard Boxes ~ Products, p . 7. 
2All three of these terms will be used to led variety and to aoqua.int 
the reader with the use of such terminology • 
.. 
"'Norbert G. Rennicke. The Manufacture !!!_ Paperboard, p . 2. 
4aandbook,--Corrugatad Fibreboard Boxes~ Products, p.a. 
5sul phate virgin pulp, paper, or paperboard. 
6Federal Standard Stock Catalog. Federal Specifications for BoxesJ 
Fiber, Corrugated (For Domestic Shipment), Pa.rt 5, Section IV, p . 2. 
7 On 1ndulation ot the 1 r portion ( oorru t g terial) o corru ted 
fibr board. 
3 
per foot . 8 
2. Corrugated Board. Single-taoed: It consists ot a oorrugated ale ent 
glued to a flt liner. permitting free bending in one direction. 
Principal uses a.re for rapping and cushioning. 
3. Corrugated Boar d, Double-f oedi This board is formed of corrugated 
inner e ber glued between two flat facings or liners. Its use is 
in making oorrugated paperboard boxe and corrugated products. 
4 . Corrugated Bo rd. Double- all: Double- 11 board is composed of 
t ee flat liners and two eorrugated sheets combined in the following 
order: a flat liner. a corrugated sheet. a (center) flat liner. 
a corrugated sheet. and a flat liner . This board is used where 
extreme strength is desired9 
Paperboard Group of Induatrie• 
The paperboard group of industries. that are concerned ma.inly with the 
box &king industry. is co posed of th following subdivisionsi 9 
l. Paperboard mill a: 'l'hesa mills manufacture 
hioh are sold to converting plant •10 
y grades of paperboard 
2. Converting plants: Converting plants are composed of the following 
special type plants: 
a. Corrugated and solid fibre shipping container plants. 
b . olding box plants. 
c . Set-up box plants . 
BFederal Standard Stock Catalog. 21?_• 2-!!.·• p. 2. 
9 ennioke. 21?_• .2.!!.·• p. 1. 
lOp1ants having oorrugators are referred to as corrugating plants, and 
plants vin aatera are deaign ted s olid fibre box plants . 
4 
d. Fibre cans. drums, tubes, and specialty plant • 
The grade of paperboard manufactured may be classified in ny dit£erent 
ways. but the pr ary claasitioa.tion used 1n the paperboard mill industry i• 
in accordance with the industries tor which the boards are p roduce Thi 
olaasi.t'ioation ia a.a followss 
l. Container boards, meaning boards produced for the corrugated and 
fibre container industries. Container board may be divided into 
liner boards, 09 inch thick corrugating mllterial and ohipboard. 11 
2. Box boards, which are subdivided as tollo as 
a . Folding box boards. These grades are used tor folding boxes. 
ot which familiar varieties ar" tb6 ooreal and toothpaste boxes. 
b. Set-up box boards . These grades are uued for set-up or rigid 
boxes. Generally they are made into pieoea, the cover and 
the body. The shoe box is a good example of this type. 
3. other isoellaneous grades. Paperboard is also produced for the 
1'ollow1ng usesi cans and tubes, wall boards, building papers, ioe 
cream cans. egg case partitions, mounting boards, match and toh 
box covers, large fibre drums, binding boards, adTertising, place 
cards and show cards, tablet baeks. gaskets, insulating boards and 
y other uses. 
All the above paperboard box industries have their place in the packaging 
industry, but only the oorrugated box industry 11111 be treated in this study. 
It ia ditterentiated fro the other paperboard container industries by the 
increased production of this type ot shipping container. The corrugated box 
llThis is a paperboard generally made i'rom wastepaper. It is used for 
many purposes, including the tiller ot solid i'ibreboard used in manufacture 
ot solid fibreboard boxes. 
CORRUGATED BOARD 
CORRUGATED SHEET 
,/\/\/\ /\/\/\/\/\/\ /\/\ /\/\/\, 
SINGLE- FACED SHEET 
.l\1\1\1\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\l\, 
DOUBLE-FACED SHEET 
/ 
DOUBLE WALL SHEET 
FIGURE I 
6 
industry will of'ten be compared to its closest competitor. the solid fibre 
box industry. 
fil:!.!_ ~ Scope 2.!_ ~ Paperboard Container Industry 
The paperboard box industry has experie ced e. considerable growth 1n 
production between 1939 and 1949, hence it has now reached a record high 
production. In 1940, the production of corrugated and solid fibre boxes s 
3.114,000 tons, and by 1948 this production had increased to an estimated 
12 4,900,000 tons. During this ten year period the solid fibre case continued 
to be p roduced at approximately the 1940 rte of 366,000 tona, hile the 
production of corrugated cases increased some sixty-five percent. rhis 
increase repre~ents the real growth ot the industry and also the definite 
trend toward the more popular corrugated container. 
Ro ever, during the recent r years fro 1941 to 1945, the production 
of the solid fibre industry increased so e. but during 1946 to 1948 it de-
creased to about t ee billion square feet. (See Figure 3. ) By comparison, 
in 1948 the corrugated box production as q;,proximately fifty-eight billion 
square feet. 
Changes in our thinking during orld ar II, and odi.ticationa in trans-
portation, handling, and merchandising method have produced trend.a toward 
ore efficient oases. Light eight construction and low coat of utacture 
are requirements whioh the corrugated container meets. 
Increased Consumption 
Increased population, enlarged consumption per capita. and new p perbo rd 
12E. H. Balke , "An Analysis of Corrug ted Shipping Cases From a Buyer's 
iewpoint," Packaging Series ...2..• 31, ~ Reduction in terials Handling 
and pping, P• 30. 
7 
develop ants are responsible for t he continuous ri e in paperboard productio. 
In 1941 the per capita cons tion of paperbo rd containers aa 118.4 pounds• 
hile it is eJq>eoted to be 151.6 pounds per ea.pita in 1960.13 Table I gives 
the growing use in p perboard containers in tour years betlueen 1928 and 1948.1 
Note that c.onaumption has ore than doubled. 
X BLE I 
Incre ee ~ Paperboard Containers Used 
Year iber of Containers Us d 
(Billions) 
1929 • • • • . • • • • • . . • • 43. 4 
1939 • • • • • . . • • . • • • . • • 69.9 
1947 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 96. B 
1948 • • . • • . • . • • • . • • . . 92 . 3 
The figure of 92 . S billion containers u ed as equivalent to about 352.8 
million containers utilized par day. or over 1.7 containers supplied per day 
for every 
• 
oman. and child in the United States. The number ot different 
types of paperboard containers used per day in 1948 is shown in Table II. 
It is difficult to realize that consumption of paperboard containers ia 
ao l arge. but it is more easily understood en it is co idered th t pract1-
cal.ly every ite that is ultimatel y cons ed requires a box for handling. In 
addition. there i the unseen consunxption of boxes involved in eroha.ndiee 
oving along indQatrial or co erci 1 channels. For exampl a. part ot the 
13Fibre Containers, Vol. XXXIV, o. 8, (August, 1949), p . 76. 
14Ibid., p. 74. 
TABL II 
~ 2!. Containers ~ 
Type of Cont iner ber Consumed Per Day in 1948 
Folding cartons. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
Set-up boxea •••••••••••••••••••• 
Corrugated and solid fibre boxe •••••••••• 
Fibre o na and tubes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Fibre drums. pails. and tub a •••••••••••• 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . 
201.200.000 
18,600,000 
16.900.000 
10.100.000 
49.000 
262,849.000 
sub-assemblies oving to radio. automobile nd refrigerator anufacture 
require boxes tor ahipment; any container ove food or other things to 
hotels. restaurants. or other wholesale concerns 1th the containers unseen 
by the public, re a necessary portion or the eventual oon.sumption or the 
involved merchandise. 
Although the number ot folding cartons required per da.y is uoh l rger 
8 
inn ber than the corrugated and solid fibre boxes, it must be re lized that 
any o these folding containers ar packed in one of th single corrugated 
or solid fibre box~i for ship ent. Even here, a larger container for handling 
is necessary. 
Importance During ar 
Paperboard and paperboard container ere not recognized as an important 
ite by the Government and military organizations until orld ar II. In fact. 
at the beginning of the ar. representatives of the governmental agencies ere 
convinced that paperboard as relatively non-essential item in modern ar. 
They quickly rever ed their opinioJ:l.8 en it reali.; t t erbo&rd for 
9 
packaging was so intricately part of the whole mas -production ayate that 
th syat ould £ail without it. After the ar ended, paperboard came to 
be regarded as one of the ost vital elements in the economy. The ational 
Security Resources Board decided t hat in any f'uture war. paperboard products 
.. 111 be 1nta1ned at 15 level of production • 
Uses in Industry 
Prior to orld ar II. most products were shipped in pao.ke.ges ei ing 
around 100 pounds e.nd were packed in corrugated and solid paperboard shipp ing 
container • Exceptions 11ere so e export shipments and cert in products 
such a fresh meats, fruits, and vegatable which were to be stored or shipped 
in moist condition. Recent improvementR in strengthening. water proofing, 
impregnating and. applying layers of i pervious substances have de it pos-
sible to use paper containers under heavier stress and greater oisture con-
ditiona. 
The p perboard shipping container. de of corrug ted and solid fibre. 
serTea all Amerioan industry as shown in Table III. Thill is borne out by 
the f ct that, aside trom food, t classes of produots. by the eel Tes. 
utilize v ry large percentages of the total corrugated and solid fibre box 
production. It can be truly said that corrugated or solid fibre box containers 
are used to ove most ot the prod~ots that are produced by Amerioan i ndustry.16 
Why Use Paperboard Containers? 
o single paperboard container is best suited tor meeting all the require-
15Ibid., p. 74. 
16Albert • Luhrs. "Corrugated and Solid Fibre Containers. 
okaging Enoyclopedia. p . 778. 
odern 
10 
ments demanded by the many ty;pes of' products shipped., while on the other 
hand., it i$ not practical to inunuf'acture a different type of container for 
each product b0inr; shipped. Standardization has result ed., but still 3., 900 
different kinds of boxes were designed i:u a period of' two years by ·the Solith 
West Box Company alone to meet customer demands. The nature of the paperboard 
containe:r iu such that styles of containers and the type of printing can be 
varied on short notice to meet the requirements of & particular product to 
bo packaged. 
Paperboard containers have gone nh.and in hand.1t with the mass-production 
of goods., tor which tho United Sta.tes is noted. It has even been necessary· 
to provide a container that can be manufactured in mass -production having 
considerable strength, light ~s:eig;M;, and flexibility to use so that packaging 
can be geared to high production output. By using tho papet'board carton, 
merchandise flows freely to market in containers which are sanitary., highly 
protected and readily transported., easily stored, quickly inventoried.- and 
used. 
The use of corrugated and solid fibre shippin~ containers is due to many 
reasons; some of the most important are: light weight, low cost, ease in 
setting up and sealing, small storage space required, attractive printing can 
be put on the box., can bo handled automatically., adaptable to interior packing, 
cushioning properties, wido source of supply., and disposable.17 
There are certain requirements which the individual containe,r must meet 
tor satisfactory use. The ohie£ ones vary· with the commodity and the method 
of shipment. However,. these requirements may be surama.rized as follows: 18 
l'l Ibid., p. 778. 
-
18A. W. Werner, The Manufacture of Fibre Shitl!JiUJ);; Containers, ;:;. 'l. 
1. High resistance to the failure at the "scored" edges that result 
19 from the thrust of the box. 
11 
2. Resistance to crushing through compression loads and through other 
objects striking or £al.ling on the box. 
3. Resistance to mashing when dropped on a corner. 
4. Resistance to puncturing by sharp objects. 
5. Ability to absorb shock wi'thout damage to the box contents .• 
6. Resistance to diagonal distortion and twisting. 
Paperboard Containers for Air Transport 
The Armed Forces' specifications tor shipping containers during World 
War II. stated that lightnegs. strength. dimension limits and weather resistance 
must be given special consideration. When applied to a.ir transport,, lightness; 
of the container was the most important .feature. Next in importance was 
weather resistance beoa·use of the existing lack of adequate air terminal 
fa.cilities.20 Usually paperboard shipping containers satisfactorily met the 
r~~uirements of lightness. strength~ dimension limits and weather resistance. 
Distribution and Kinds or Fibre Bo.x Plants 
in the Uni tad.States -
--------
Figure 2 shows that the distribution of paperboard plants in the United 
States are relatively concentrated in the large industrial areas where the 
demand £or their products is greatest~ while in less densely populated areas 
there are .few plants.. Two of the major reasons for th.is conceu.tration are the 
19nsoored" refers to an impression or a crease made in corrugated or 
solid fibreboard to facilitate folding. 
20 Luhrs~ 2£.• cit.~ p. 780. 
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freight rates on the boxes, iJl1d the desire to be near markets cwhere more 
efficient sorvice can be provided. 
1~, 0 
There are t:·,o primary types oi' plarrts proc~llcing; corrugated paperboard 
'boxes: (1) converter plants and (2) shoot plautr::. Converto:r plants are 
defined as those plants which have corrugatorn Tvhen reference is made to 
21 
corrugated box plants. These plants manufacture tho completed box starting 
with paper as the raw material. They make their o~m corrugated sheets, a..71.d 
finish processing the completed. box. Tho plants with corrugators, as they 
are referred to in this study., have complete one-unit plants. Sheet plants 
sJ 
obtain the trifumed corrugated shaets from converter plants and then finish 
fabrication of the completo corrugated box. 22 Independent sheet plants 
usually buy corrugated sheets from any converter plant they desire, while 
those ·l;llat are members of a large concern usually get their corrugated sheets 
from the nearest converter plant in their organization. 
1~e total number of converter and sheet plants in ·the United States 
increased from 102 in 1920 to 537 in 1949. In 1949 th.ere were 314 converter 
plants and 223 ;, 1eet plants in the nation with an os·himated V'alue of 0247 .,250.,0"JO# 
which was about seven times the investment in 1920. 
Articles S,hipped ~ Paperboard Containers 
The kind of articles shipped in corrucated paperboard boxes is varitK, 
making the list of items large. The f'ollowing limited list is reprosentativo, 
23 
nevertheless, of articles shipped in corrugated boxes: 
21Fib:re Container, .2.£,• ~·, p. 130. 
22Ibid •• p. 139. 
-
23Handbook--Corrugated Fibreboard Boxes and Products, ..2£.,• ~-, p. 11. 
Books 
Boots and shoos 
Butter a:ad margariue 
Canned goods in glaoa or tin 
Cereals 
C.1garettes., cigars., and tobacco 
Clothing and dry goods 
Coi'fee and tea 
Egr;s (in shell) 
Electrical goods 
Dried and fresh fruits 
Glass and other fragile articles 
Hardware 
Liquor, beer,, ale & other beverages 
:Matches 
Iledicines and drugs 
Pu.per and paper products. 
Radios 
Refrigerators 
Soap 
Toys 
Furniture 
14 
However, it is realized that a number oi~ these articles and many others 
are shipped in solid paperboard containers. Table III shows the relationship 
between corrugated and solid fibre boxes as they are used as shipping; oontainars .. 24 
Imgortance 2!._ This Industry ~ ~ National !!:oonoray 
The paperboard group of i:ndustrias, iliclud.es both the paperboa.rd mills 
aud converting plants, and employ ovar 223.000 people with an a.nnual payroll 
slightly over ~6.31.,000.000. The number employed in Oklahoma totals 137. 
In 1948, the paperboard mills used 6.,175,.313 tons of pulp, 6,897 .,100 
tons of wastepaper, 523,600 tons of raw straw and 28,000 tons of other fibrous 
raw materials. 
The paperboard container industry touches upon the life of the average 
person to suoh a la.rge extent that approximately 1. 2 to l. 3 percent of the 
natiout1.l income is spent on paperboard containers. 25 The average consumption 
pe:r capita is l. 7 boxes per day. 
The size oi' the paperboard. group 0£ industries makes it a major :f'ield in 
the national economy. The impact of this field on the economy is much greater 
than that of any other industrial group of similar size because containers 
24Luhrs,. ~· cit.,. p. 779. 
25Fibre Container .. op. ci·t • ., p. '16. 
TABLE, III 
~ 2.£. Corrugatecl ~ Solid Fibre Boxes 
Description 
Corrugated 
Percent 
of' ·!;otal 
Agricultural implements and tools 
Am...~unition and component parts 
Airplane parts and supplies 
Automobiles., trucks., parts, and supplies 
Beverages ( including boxes used f'or shipment of 
inner containers later usod for beveragen) 
Tobacco and tobacco products 
Sales direct to any department or branch of the 
U.S. Government 
Building :materials., luniber3 supplies and 
furniture,. hardware 
Clothing 
Boots and shoes 
Drugs and pharmaceuticals 
Cosmetics 
Electrical product.a (industrial) 
Coni'ectionarv 
Food and food products (including boxes used for 
shipment of inner containers later used for food) 
Household goods including such items as furniture,, 
vacuum cleaners> refrigerators., and the like) 
I.Iachine tools., parts, and accessories 
Paints and varnishes 
Chemicals 
Pa.per a..'1.d papal' products 
Matches 
Petroleum products 
Printing and publishing 
Retail stores.1 jobbers and mail order establishments 
Rubber products 
Soap and oloanara 
Textiles., yar11s., blankets, sheets., eto. 
Products not used as shipping containers such as 
cabinets, advertising,, novelties., etc .• 
Toys., bicycles, and sportil1.g good8 
11..11 others 
Totals in percent 
Source; Modern t"'e.oka~inrr. 11:nc;yolopedia 
0.5 
3.0 
l.'l 
S.4 
4.4 
0.9 
3.4 
3.8 
2.3 
1.4 
2.2 
0.4 
'7 <> 
,:i • ., 
1 .. 5 
33.8 
6.8 
2.3 
0.8 
1.2 
s.o 
0.4 
1.0 
1.7 
2.0 
1.4 
2.5 
2.1 
o.s 
0.6 
2.9 
100.0 
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Solid Fibre 
Percent 
of total 
1.3 
0.4 
0.7 
4,.0 
0.4 
8.8 
1.0 
0.3 
1.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.7 
a.a 
73.6 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
0.9 
2.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.6 
1.2 
o.i 
---
0.2 
0.6 
-
100.0 
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are necessary for tho transporta:tion and. distribution of praetieally all 
products. 
Value of Converted Paperboard Products 
Year 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1959 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
Fibre Box 
Corrugated & 
Solid Fibre 
145.983 
156.902 
176.479 
215., 769 
168.,431 
202.,665 
231.083 
389.982 
372.,1:58 
•192.087 
53'7 .099 
543.,412 
641,544 
882,.208 
871.140 
*Estimated 
- ( In ~"housands) 
Folding 
Box 
l's 95., 727 
73,.346 
801,?00lf< 
85.,54'1 
98.468* 
119.,063 
107.,930* 
126,.873 
135.,72,0>l< 
187,749• 
189,943* 
240.,830$. 
256.,100 
277.245* 
345.,173* 
456.,702• 
453.,431• 
Sat-Up 
Box 
60.620 
61,,.700* 
62.,556 
77.,000l!< 
77,.945* 
68.,300• 
'lS.,S4h 
76,.850• 
95.,019• 
96.670* 
104, 700>!< 
105.,885$ 
ll3,460>'J. 
l30. 276$ 
221.,151• 
209.,231* 
Other Converted 
Board Products 
--36,700 
54,000 
53,300'1< 
65.,100* 
90,400* 
56-,300 
62,.600* 
102.,lOO• 
133.,400. 
159,.700¥ 
194.,600>1< 
236.,800* 
214.600• 
199,4002 
253.,4001/f 
356,000>f< 
Grand 
Total 
282,864 
342.,383 
302,805 
417.047 
503,.176 
400,.961 
466,086 
546,763 
806.,150 
818.,442 
l,.032,217 
1.,134,.884 
1.,148,.717 
1.,316 .. 393 
1,812.462 
1..,889.,300 
Note: Corrugated and solid figures from tho Fibre Box Association except 
1929 and 1931 vihioh are from the U. s. Bureau of Census. Figures for other 
products are .from the Bureau. of Census except those marked as estimated. 
It is for these reasons that government agencies., leading s·batistical 
agencies, the Na.tional Association of Purcl1asing Agents., leadin.g newspe.pera 
17 
and journals are payi:ne; increasing attention to the trend in the paperboard 
mill inudstries. They have proved to be such an importani. conunodity in 
business that the indices of ordera., aotivities and production quite accurately 
f'orecast well in advance upward or dovnward -trends to bo expected in general 
business couditicus. 
Table IV ahows the value of converted paperboard containers- and 1,aper-
bo ard products for selected years from 1929 to 1948. 26 Iu Table IV ttother 
Converted Board Products" include fibre eans., tubes a:nd drums., wot food con-
tiners. liquid tight containers, plates and other board products; excluding 
building board, building board stock, wet machine board., egg cases filler 
board and certait1 other board produots. 
The 1948 production of corrugated and solid fibre boxes increased about 
six huadred percent over tho 1929 production. Similar increases are noted 
in the increased production of folding boxes. set-up boxes and othor con-
verted products. 
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IUSTORY OF nm .PAPERBOAIID Al\lD CORR.UG&TED COll'l'll.INBR INDUSTRY 
:Che development of the corrugated shipping container is a phase in. th4) 
history of the pap er industry. The exact data when the first paperboard 
shipping; box was manufactured is unknown. but its origin is in the transition 
period between paperboard and tho development 0£ the paperboard box. The 
approximate time of this transition wtas at th.a end of the f'i£tee::3.t.b. century. 
It is difficult to name any one person responsible £or the invention 
of the corrugated shipping container. As with most inventions. the credit 
for this development must go to several men,. ea.eh of whom contributed his 
part to the improvements. Some of those who made signif'icant contributions 
will be discussed later. 
Earll History 2£. Pa.per ~ Paperboard 
Origin of the art of paparmaking belongs to the Chinese. According to 
a generally accepted tradition. the inventor of the papermaking process was 
Tsai Loun (Ts' ai Lun) in the first century A. n.1 
Tsai Loun lived in the district of Hung;-Tcheou. province of lfounan. north 
of Canton. The oldest known documents written 011 paper are BuddI1ist texts 
going back to the Second and 1'hird centuries A. D. !Jicroscopio analysis of 
these papers showed that they are a mixture of he;:np. bark and old rags. 
Tho methods of making paper during tha early period are naturally vague 
after a lapse of two milleniums.. There are no records to indicate the manner 
in which the Chinese first ma.de pa.per, but evidence shows that about 2.000 
lAndro Blum;9 .£!;, ~ Origin ~ Paper. p. 16. 
years ago paper waa made i'roll'1 d.isintegrated .f'ib:re laid upon flu.t taoulds. 
Paper is still formed in ·this fashion. the only dit'f'erenoe boi:ag in the 
treatment of the pulp. 
After the art of papermaking; was initially established in tho East. 
the technique was brought westward, reaching Samarkand about 7 50 A,. D. 
In 793, papermaking :methods had spread to Bagdad and De.ms.sous. By 1100. 
l!) 
the knowledge had reached Morocoo. Fifty ye.a:rs. afterwards i·t extended into 
Europe, having authenticated manufacturing in Sativa., Spa.in. 'l'he art was 
taken into France where the first pape:rmaking was done at Herault in 1189. 
Then the art spread to Germany,, being introduced either at Cologne in 1320 
or at Mu:nnberg by Ulman Stromer in 1390. In 1494., paper was ra:brioated in 
England by the .John Tate Mill .• but the mode of: manufacture .• ~as not introduced 
into Holland. on the continent until almost a hundred years later. The 
technique of papermaking was brought to the New World by William Rittenhouse., 
tv~o hundred yea.rs a.ftar the first mill was established in E'nglru1d. 2 
The early history of paperboard prepa.rat,ion is not olear because of the 
confusion of its processing with that ot paper. This was quite natural be-
cause paperboard ma.king grew out of the paper industry.. The elevage between 
paper and pa:perboa.rd was gradual at first. I't appears that the .first separa-
tion occurred at the end o;f.' tho fi.f'tee:nth century when book-boards3 first 
appeared. 'l'his was after moveable type had been invented in 1440. 4 Book ... 
boards were first made from wood and later were formed by pasting together 
pages of old books or scraps of paper from the printing plant. In 1580. 
2Dard Hunter, Papermaking Throup:h Eighteen Cauturies~ p. 109. 
3Book-boards were early book covers, usually made of wood. 
4Harr:y J. Bettendorf,, Paferboard ~ l'a;)orboard Cvntainers, A iiistor~, P• 17. 
actual commercial production oi' paperboard ( lrurtinated paper) may be said to 
have started in Europe. Paperboard cartons as we know th.em were ma.de in 
France prior to 1751.6 
These early paperboards show the primary difference whieh distinguishes 
paperboard from paper--structure. lt is important to note that structure is 
the dominating; cllaracteristio separating paperboard from paper, £or without 
supporting structural material to give it shape and form_, a paperboard box 
would not be a box, it would be a bag. 
During 1728, in x:Iassachusetts., the :first hand-made paperboard (either 
pasted o:r moulded) was nrade in the United States. A variety of hand-made 
paperboard boxes ware manufactured in Boston and in Philadelphia in 1835. 
In 1831 the first paperboard mill equipped with machinery was established 
near Chambersburg., Pennsylvania. 
It is interesting; to note at this point that L1ost oi' the paper develop-
ments occurred first in China and later in :E;'urope~ while alinost all of the 
significant paperboard developments happened in the United states. The 
ninoteenth century changes contributed most of the elements for the expansion 
of the paperboard industries. but the .firm astablishment of paperboard as 
't;h.e world's mass-production packaging material ?Jaa not reached until the 
start of the twoutieth century .. 6 The history of· the evolution of paper 
centered outside the United States until recent times,. but paperboard develop-
ment has been principally in the United States. 
5 
~-, p. 24 
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1'u:perboarq Development !E:, ~ United States 
William Rittenhouse had established the first hand-made paperboard mill 
iu the ~fow World in 1690 on Wissah.icken Creek, Garmantm'ln. Pennsylvania. 
Frora Pennsylvania~ the hand-made 1,aperboard industry spread to lfow Jersey, 
massachusetts, Mm. no, Virgina, ill1ode Is laud, Connecticut, HevJ York, etc. It 
appears that the early boards were for,ned by pourii1g a layer of pulp mixture., 
or "furnish.," into a mould, in tho same manner as practiced in F'rance in the 
early eighteenth oen:tury in making pulpwood cartons. 
The oldest paperboard .manufactured in the United States 111hich is still 
in existence appears to have been :made in 1728. 'l'he Dard Hunter Paper I'iusoum 
at the Massachusetts Instit-ute of Technology has a &ample of such paperboard 
made by hand in that year at Milton, Massachusetts.'1 
In 1800, }"'uller' s board, cardboard, bonnet board, and pasteboard were 
products of' the Hassachusetts mills. All of these boards were hand-made .. 
Boards at this time appear to have been formed of' a "furnish 11 consisting 
of wastepaper or rat~ content. In appearance* they resemble chipboard or 
binder's boa.rd of today, excopt that the rag content made the board much 
stiffer, stronger, and more perraauant. 
George A. Shryock founded the first machine-equipped paperboard mill in 
1831 11ear Chambersburg~ Pennsylvania. The mill produced binder• s board and 
box boa.rd. The growing demand for book-boards and the ready acceptance of the 
hand.;..made box influenced establish"'11ent of the Shryock mill. Its capacity was 
100 pounds per hour, ox· to use board manufacture ·terminology. c.n$·~!'ifth ·t::on 
per twenty .. four hour day.a 
7 Ibid., p. 25. 
-
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':l.iABLE V 
Board ~ Paper Tonnage Showing H.elationshi;e 
Year Paperboard Per cant Pape:i:· Pereont Total l?e:rcant 
1859 8.,150 6~4 118., 739 93.6 126.,889 100.0 
1879 20,014 4.4 4·32,093 95.G 452.,107 100.0 
1889 149,901 16.0 73,;,., 710 84.0 934.,,611 100.0 
1899 394,lll 18.2 l,773,482 81.8 2,167,593 100.0 
1904 559,700 18.0 2.,.646,900 82.0 3,106,600 100.0 
1909 883,100 21.4 3,238,600 78.6 4.,121, $00 100.0 
1914 1,291,800 25.l 3,860,.900 74.9 5,152.,700 100.0 
1919 1,867.,100 31.3 4• Oi:19, 000 ca.'l 15,966,100 100.0 
1925 3,286,680 35.8 5,895,624 64.2 9,182,204 100.0 
1929 4,451,,187 39.9 5.,689,048 60.l 11.,140,235 100.0 
1930 4,060,700 40.0 6.,108,400 60.0 10.,169,l.OO 100.0 
1932 3,303.,.371 41.,3 4,.694,501 58.7 7,997.,872 100.0 
1933 4,076,290 44.3 5.,113, '12'7 55 . 'f 9,.190,,011 100.0 
1934 4,073.,261 44.3 5,113,.357 55.'l 9.,186.,698 100.0 
1935 4,695,890 44.8 5.,'783., 205 65.2 l0,470,t890 100.0 
1936 5.,454,637 45.G 6,620,916 54.4 11,975.,552 100.0 
1937 5.,802,000 45.2 7 .,035,.000 54.8 12.,837,000 100.0 
1938 5,103.,800 44.8 6,277,000 55.2 11,380,800 100.0 
1939 6,105,000 45.2 7,404,600 54,8 13,509.,600 100.0 
1940 6,449,500 44.5 8,034,200 55.5 14,483,700 100,0 
1941 8,400,000 47.3 9,.362,400 52.7 17,762,400 100.0 
1942 '( ,,969,.200 46.6 9.114, 700 s~.4 17,083,900 100.0 
1943 8, $20,-400 50.6 8,.415, 300 49.':!: 17.,035,700 100.0 
1944 8,.962,600 52 .. 1 8,220,200 4'7. 9 l'I, 182, BOO 100.0 
1945 8.,913., 700 51.3 8,45'7,200 48.7 17,370,900 100.0 
1946 9,504,200 49.3 9,773.,400 50~'7 19,277,600 100.0 
1947 10,109.l>OOO 49.3 10,692.,900 50~7 21,.101~900 100.0 
1948 10, 653,.900 zJ,9 • 2 11,194.900 50.8 22,048.,800 100.0 
u. s. l3uroau of' Census 
Table V shows the relativo gro<wth. of paperboard and paper tonnage for 
selected years from 1859 to 1948, also giving the percerrtage relationship of 
paperboard and pap or tonnage to the total tonnage for eaoh year. 9 Between 
1859 and 1948., both paperboard and paper p:roducti.on continued to increase. 
I'a 1859., paperboard productfon vm.o only 6.4 percent as largo aB papor pro ... 
duction., but by 1948 paperboard produd;ion ouly lacked 1.6 percent ot being 
as :.nuch as papor. In 1943., 1944., and 1945• paperboard production by ·weight 
exceeded paper production. 
History.££..~ Corrugated nox Industry~~ United States 
Fluted collars on the costu.-n.os of the courtiers., who lived some centttries 
ago., represent the first recoguized appearance of a corrugated f'orm v;hich had 
some relationship to the present corrugated box of today~ The f'irst fluted 
material., which was closely related to the present fluted manber of corrugated 
board., is believed to have appeared in Bngland on July 7., 1856., when a patent 
wa$ granted to Edward Charles Hu.loy and 1<:dwa:t·d Ellis Allen .. IO This patent 
covered the fluting o:t:' pap.er or other claterials to ha used as a lining or 
cushion for the sweat band of hats. i It is thought ·that corrugating 1,,as first 
accomplished by wetting the material and then pressing it between a pair of 
heated corrugators or embossed rollers. 
Growth of the Industry in .America 
Corrugated materials had been used in the past. but the first time such 
material was used f'or the protection of merchandise was described as these 
two quotations show: 
BFibre Containers.,~· cit.,, p. 100. 
lO~ tt d ~ 't al he ·en or;i. ~ .2lL• 2.!_• 7 p.~ v • 
The fir.st real patent for corrugated materials that is directly 
traceable to the present corrugated box 11as patent nu.mber 122:,025 
grcm.ted on December 19,, 1871,, to an A."1'\ericun Albert L.. Jones,, .for 
au nimprovement iu Paper for Pa.eking. 1111 
Ba it knovm that I,, Al"bort L. Jones of Hew York City ••• have in-
vented a new and Improved Corrugated Packing-paper of which the 
followh,g is a specit'ication. The subject of this invention is to 
provide means for securely packing vials e.nd bottles w;i:th a single 
thickness of ·the packing material between the surface of the article 
packed; and it cr>nsists in paper. cardboard, or other suitable ma-
terial,, which is oorrugatad~ crimped. or bosse<i,, so as to preson.t 
an elastic sarfaca • .. The corrugated material being wrs4>ped a-
round tho i:;lass vial# presents an elastic .s,,ri\,.ce, which is a pro-
tection to tb.e vial, and more cf'i'ective to prevent breakiug than 
many thicknesses of tho same nm.terial would be if in a smooth 
state, like ordinary packing-paper. Instead of wrapping the 
vials or bottles vdth the corrugated material., the latter :may be 
made into packing boxes,, so thiJt tho vial or bottle may be sur-
rou.'1.ded by the sa.mo elastic suri'ace. I do not confine myself to 
-vial~ and bottles i:n the use of this packing .. as it may be used to 
advantage for various purposaa; neither do I confine my-self to any 
purticular material or substance,. as there are many substances be-
side paper or paperboard which can be corrugated for this purpose ••• 12 
The chief interest in the Jones pa.tent from the box-makert s standpoint 
is ·'.Ghe bade principle of corrugating paper for a cushion. 
Certain other patents which a.re hi:rtorically important in the develop ... 
ment of the corrugated box industry are those issued to Olivor Long. particu~ 
larly United States Patont !lumbar 154~498 f.'or nPa.oking for Bottles. Jars. 
etc." Also on 1\[ay 5., 1874. a patent. number 150,.588# was issued to Oliver 
Long for a cork liner or wustepaper pa.eking i'or bottles. It was Long;ts 
interest in lined cork or wastepaper pads l"mich led to his interest in cor-
rugated liuiugs.13 
l2wilbur F. Howell, ! History- 2.£.. ~ C.orru~ated Shipping Container 
Industry !!:. ~ JI• !•,, P• 12. 
13:aettendorf" .2,E.• ~·., P• 62. 
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Corrugated materials were not eonsidered seriously as having practieal 
possibilities as shipping containers until about fifteen yea.rs later; never-
theloss,. the Long; pa.tent in 1874., for lining wastepaper., eork., and corrugated 
material., laid the basis tor the corrugated box industry that was to follow. 
Corrugating in other foms such as pleating.. c.rinping, and fluting had 
been done fo~ eeut~tries on material other than paper. E.'Ven the lfJones Patent" 
was not limited to flute corrugations but covered corrugating,. crimping and 
bossing. All the principles of corrugation as applied to paper, are contained 
in the 6auffer iron., which was used to crimp or flute materials., and probably 
dates back to the fashionable ruffs of Queen Elizabeth• s time. I'k is un-
certain whether tha idei, of corrugating pa.par ea'!le from this source or whether 
it was an independent and later invention. 111 
On I.iay 11, 1873, Jones ma.de certain i:mprovements in his original patent 
in tho form of a crude unlined corrugated box with folding ends, e..ud during 
thi1;J same year Uen?"J 1'. Jllorris acquired Jones' patent and started making cor-
rugatine materials for packing glass bottles. In the mean.ti.me, the record of 
another pioneer in the eorrugai;ed board field., Robert H. Thompson, appeared .. 
It is not entirely olear:t but ap;ears to be that Thompson may also have been 
making corrugatod sh.eats about this same time. More certain is the f'act that 
Thompson was interested in and was featuring a cork-lined paper for packing 
beer bottles, glass and other articles. 15 
About this time another pioneer, Robert Gair, entered the paperboard 
container field. It appears that Gair obtained interest in the Lo:ng patent, 
and by 1878, he had been producing corrugated material f'o,: ccno time. 
14uowen. 2.e.· cit.• p. 11. 
151, t·'> ' "' . ·t· 6"' 
~e ~enaorL, !!il• 2.t_•, p. ~. 
Af'te:r Gair entered the industry,. Thompson aud Norris found themselves 
in oompeti'tion with ee.ch other; Norrie producing a corrugated packing and 
Thompson a lined e;ra.nulated cork packing. In 1875, Thompson and lforris de-
cided ·to pool their forces as thei partnership of "1'homr.Hion and Iforris 11 for 
t!1e development of both matt:1ria.ls. 
In 1878• Gair became engaged in legal diff'icuHd.,i,s with 'l'h.ompaon and 
?forris. They charged Gair with infringement of their patent 1·ights. Tho 
l:,~al battle lasted for about ten years and was settlod on Jilly 13.. 1888., 
on a compromise basi.c. Gair recognized the validity of Thompson and 3fo:rrh 
patents, and ha, in return was allo,r1ed to manufacture corrugated material on 
a royalty basis. Thompson,. Norris and Gair exercised a virtual monopoly 
·l;;hrougho1.1t the life of.' the patents which lasted approximately to 1897. 
The First Corrue;ator 
'.l'he methods of making oorrugati.ons were guarded by patents and secrecy. 
and only recently has it become clear just how the original corrugated ma.teri-
als were produced. Fluted rolls were in operation in laundries in Ne:w York 
City d1.tring the H370 1 a and 1880' s and it is quite possible tha:t Mr. lforris 
copied the idea from them. "The late Wm. G. Chapi11., Secretary of Thompson 
and Norris !'or many yea:rs., said tha·t the first oor:rugo:ced (board) was pro-
dueed by Mr. lforria wH:h a simple pair of meshed metal rolls,. driven by a. 
hand crank. 1116 The early corrue;ated. material was made in sheets and not in 
rolls. The sheet was first dipped in -water and then was passed through heated 
rolls. Ga.s jets were .first used in the rolls for heating, but due to fire 
and explosious., steam heated rolls were introduced in 1880. 
16 
~., p. 64,. 
Such corrugated sheets v101·e used i'or pacld,1c; glass vials, bottles, etc. 11 
but they had one essential drawback mtd the:t was that tllG corrugated sheet 
would lose its eushionine; quality through stratC:.~i:ng ( See Figure 1). To 
prevent this undesirable stretching, another sheet was glued to the corruf1lted 
sheet to form the single-faced corrugated sheet. Later, another sheet of 
flat paper was gluod to the single-face sheet, resulting in a rigid board, 
more com.~only called a double-faced board. 
Ince-et ion of the F'irst Iiand-Made Boxes in the United States 
----- -· .__ - -
Many efforts have been made to determine the earl~{ history of boxmaking 
in the United States. However, i'e,n records have been preserved. Ver:y few 
of the early boxes .. un.fortuuataly, are available. Unde1~ such limitations, 
17 little of anything has been written on the subject. 
The first boxes made in the United S·l:;atas v1ere hand-made and were used 
to store ha.ts: hence the first boxes were called hat boxes~ 
The .1~tnater Kent Museum., a museum of fhiladelphia lore maintained by the 
city o:1.' Philadelphia., contains some cf' the earliest hand-made boxes.. The 
oldest box in the museum is a cap box ·belonging to the fa.rnous .Philadelphia 
Quaker minister., Rabacca Jones. It is said that the box was made especially 
for ller to use on a trip to England in 1785. 'l'he construction of this bo:x: 
sho1ivs that it must have boen moulded, possibly as if' n number of sheets of 
paper had bean pasted together and while wet had been pressed by the use of' 
some form of mould to shape -tha bottom and cover. The paper from '111hich the 
ibox was constructed was material derhred from re-pulping used rag papers. The 
box is extremely strong and even appears as if it had been impregnated with 
17Ibid., p .. 33. 
-
some stiffening substance,. possibly animal glue. It is understood that this 
box was not a true paperboard box in a modern sense. but it is one of the 
earliest known hand-made paper boxes. 
Other kinds of hat boxes appeared between 1800 and 1830• each of whic._~ 
had the following general cJ1aracteristics, 18 ( 1} The boxes were all buiH; 
of· a form of hand-made chipboard (made of wairte rag content papers)., either 
by pasting sheets of pa.par together or by pouring pulp on Q. h:::md-mould 
(2) The boxes s.h.ow every evidence d: having been hand-made,. the pieces 
being painstakingly and individually eut and fitted together (3) They were 
doubtlessly covered by hand with wall paper. .As a rule th.is l';lallpaper con-
tained some type of a design (4) The joints. in all cases" were sown to.goth.er 
with thread. 
Ur. Harry J. Bettendorf~ who wrote Paperboard ~ Paperboard Contah1ers., 
A History,. stated that he had examined some of the early ef'facts of' George 
Washington. and other leading historical figures. Ha f'ound no paperboard 
boxes. among these many relies. except references -to band boxes. evidently 
made of leather or wood. The indication is quite clear that there ware few" 
if' any. paperboard boxes as we know them today,. made in the United States 
baf'ore 1790.19 
Early ~ :W:anuf'actures 
Business directories of Philadelphia list six box manufactures as bei~g 
a business before 1800. In 1786 the earliest listing of such a manufacture, 
is that of Frederick Nawman.20 
18Ib·d ~s 
~.,, P• <> • 
19Bettendorf, ~· ~- • p. 58. 
20-s 1· 1 howa #.!£.•cit., p. 40. 
It is generally believed. that the initial commercial development of 
set-up boxes (boxes made by £onning paperboard and wood pulp) started 
in. the United States in 1839 1.vhen Aaron L. Dennison. made such boxes in 
hio jo-aeler• s sh.op at Boston.,. tJo.ssachusetts. Up until this timei, all 
jewelry boxes used by Boston jewelers were imported from Germany. Dennison 
decided tha:t. the local jewelers would prefor to buy domestic boxes of better 
· <;;_u:a.Uty and also to get quicker delivery. Therefore~ he started the ma.nu-
f'aoture of set-up jeweler's boxes~ cutting them out by hand.,. using a 
knife r ... squore. and shapinr; and covering them over wood forms. This 
D,~;..n.ison box is th.ought to have started the actual co:m."'llercial produo-
· tiou 0£ pi;:.perboard 1)oxes in the United States. 
Present 2!!, Future Significance 
To realize how complete the transition from the wooden to oorru-
gated box has been. o.11 a person has to do is ask a grocer or any other 
rotailer for a wooden box. Today it would be difficult for one of them 
to comply.,. boeuuse most or the stock is received in corrugated shipping 
oo:ntainers. Wooden boxes a.re also becoming more expensive tor shipping 
most merchandise"' except wne,re cheaper woods and new :reini'orcement 
:methods are used. 
Corrugated and solid fibre shipping con:tainers came into being about 
the sam.o time_. but the corrugated container h.aa won much wider popularity. 
In 1916 almost 37 pei'C(:mt of t'.he shipping; easer; were of the solid f·ibre 
type.. In 1937 11 the solid .fibre tonnage was only about seven percent of 
the corrugated tonnage, so the trend has been strongly in favor of the 
corrugated container as illustrated l>y I>'igure 3. 21 Iloviever., small 
c;1.rtons~ such as those used. for paper cups., frozen food, ice cream and 
butter,, may be ahout as valuable as corrugated boxes. Heverthelcss, the 
produc·cion in square feet is mu.ch larger for cor:rugated ·ooxes than it 
is fo:r solid fibre boxos, and tl:,o recant production statistics favor 
the corrugated boxos. 
[f,;,ring World War I, a ohortage of lumber for boxes i;ave the 
eorrug2ted contaL1er iu.ductry con~dderable sstimulu.1 autl zi,1ce the;'.l. 
Pape::'bom·d ~1.ecounted ±'o:i: i.J;(i p0rcont of the total papo.r produc--
tfon or 6,lOO;OOD tons ·by 1939. :f'he tctal productLm. in the United 
Stutes L:1 19::.iO ,-,as estinated at: l3i,4'u,500 tons. '.L'his included news-
prin:t~ bookpupor 1 >',rapping 11a-per, w:dtiuc paper, paperboard.,, tissue, 
building paper ar1.d :m.a.ny miscellaneous uses o.f' pa.per. The largest 
percentage oi' the p&..perboard war; employed i~1 t.be manufacture of ship-
ping container~. 5:'he corrugated shippius container industry used 
2,575,.645 'hons or 42 percent, while the solid fibre container in-
duntry used 376£>804 tons, 01· six percent~ a com.1)il1ed total of 48 percent 
of all the paperboard produced. 
Table VI on page 32 will give an indication as to the size o.f the 
paperboard. industry in li:l37. 22 
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TABLE VI 
Size of the Paperboard Industry i.n 1937 
......._,. - ---- --- -.---. 
Humber of paperboard mills companies in the United States • • • 
Umaber of paperboard plants in the United States •••••• 
IJumber of paperboard machines in the United States • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • 
138 
224 
372 
Paperboard manufactured in tons • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • f:i,. (\d),S, 500 
Sale Value of paperboard • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :~· 2 :312,~ 000, 000 
Number of persons employed 
Total pay roll in 1937 • • 
. . . . .. .. • • • • • • • •••••• 31,000 
•· . . . .. . . .. . . . • • • (: 34., 200 11 000* 
Waste paper consumption~.tons • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Pulp oonsumpt iou-•tons • • •. • • ., • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.. . 
Coal oonsu."Ilption-·-ton.s • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
*Estimated 
3.,'100.,000• 
2.,080.,000* 
4,160.,00Q,i,; 
New opportunities £01· the use o.f paperboard shipping containers have 
been developed since 1937. The food industry has eJqunded its utilization 
of paperboard boxes and is perhaps one of the la.rges't potential users of 
paperboard shipping containe1·a. Paperboard. containers have not been. satis .. 
faotorily used. as yet in the sh.ipment of le·ttuce, citrus fruits, tomatoes. 
pea.rs, etc., but l'esearoh engineers are working on this problem, and it is 
only a matter of time until many of these products will be transported regu-
larly in pap<:1rboard containers. 
'the United States ship a about 800,000 freight cars of f':resh fruits and 
vegetables annually. Each freight car requires from 200 to 600 shipping 
containers, so that this constitutes an important consu._mption of' paperboard 
shipping containers. Export shipment is another large outlet for paperboard 
containers. Due to research developments.,. more and more merchand;lse is being 
sent abroad in paperboard shipping contain.ers. 23 
Large markets have recently been developed £or corrugated materials., 
other thon shipping containers .. They a.re used in counter display .. in insula-
tion, in interior decoration and in many kinds of applications.. 
Although it is impossible to predict the future development of the 
induBtrys for a comparatively long period at least the stability of the shippint; 
eontainer industry seems assured by the ample supply of available and inex-
pensive raw ma.terials.24 With a constantly expanding market tor the finished 
product and an adequate supply of raw materials available at a reasonable cost, 
the outlook for the paperboard industry is optomistic. 
23Howell, 211...• cit.• p. 4.9 .. 
24Ibid. • p. 49. 
CTIAPTER III 
J'l4.WiJ!t"'ACTli1lF.: OF ~100D ?ULP Ai'JD KRAFT filPER 
T.h.e process of manufacturing vJood pulp is an old art. Only recently 
.have seientific methods enabled the paper industry tc. pr5>duce papers and 
paperboards on the present scale. Therefore, the manufacture 0£ paperboard 
containers on a huge commercial .scale., as -we know it today., is a recent da-
velopment. 
The raw mate~ial for the manui'acture ot wood pulp., kraft paper and 
paperboard, the same as the ra,1 material for any other manufactured procluot. 
goes back to the natural resources of the earth. Thus,. it is worth while to 
consider these basi,c sources of the raw material. 
H.elativa Importance E.!._ ~ Forest Resouroes 
Wood pulp is the basic raw material for paper., and this ingredient i& 
naturally '.l product of the forest. The increasing demands for paper and 
paper products are creating a greater need for pulpwood, and this need for 
pulpwood in turn is related back to its origind source, the forest .. 
The average natural grov,,-th of our forests for p-ulpwood is exceedingly 
slow., perhaps one-eigti.th to one-fourth cord per acre per year in the Northwest 
to abou-1. one-i:1alf cord per a.ore in the South where growth is more rapid,.. bu"t 
this is not &n average £1guro. l 
There aro 460 million acres of commercial £'ore.st lands in the united 
States aud of this amount 74 percent or 340 million acres are privately owned. 
le. Brown Nelson. "Contribut·ions of' the Forest to the Pulp and Paper 
Industry." Paper Industry. (Deeom.ber. 1946), p. 1343. 
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and the remaining 120 million acres are in public ownership.2 
There al~.;, several other :forest areas from which the United States can 
dra:w addition.al pulp,'Jood supplia.s. Alaska's great Ton.gass National Forest. 
which has au estL.11ated annual pulp potential of 800.,000 tous., offers a poa-
si ble source. However, the cost of getting pulpwood from this source would 
be high. Labrador's spruce forests are too remote for exploitation at this 
time. Western Canada., near Prince Rupert, is one of the largest pulp pro-
ducers in Canada. '£here is one enormous source of pulp·wood that has scarcely 
been tapped. that of the hardwoods of' the tropics~ which includes approximately 
two-thirds of the treos of the world. In 1946. hardv,oods aeeounted for 13 
percent of the United States pulp production. If chemists can cheapen the 
hardwood pulping process and strengthen the papers :made from these short 
fibered pulps, the United States could draw on the great hardwood forests 
of South America. Africa, and South Asia.3 
'l'he Southern United States has grown very rapidly in pulp production and 
now constitutes one of the major sources of pulpwood in the country. This 
ucw pulp makinr; capacity in the South has been used :for the production of 
kraft paperboard consumed in the manufacture of shipping containers. 
There a.re two chief' ways the United States ca.n increase its domestic 
supply of pulpwood. The first is by growing more timber. 'l'he second is by 
utilizing more completely and more ef'feothrely the pulpv..rood that is now 
produced in the United states. 
2 
~., P• 1344. 
3 Harry J. Bettendorf, Paperboard~ Paperboard Containers~ !_History~ 
p. 129. 
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Comparison of' Softwood and Ha.rdvmod for Pulp Production 
~ - - ---
Pulp can bG made from anythinQ; containing cellulose. In the last 
eighty yea.rs of pulp making not;hing has proved better., and w:rtil recently 
cheaper., than pulp made from softwood trees. lvith an increase in pulp pro-
duction, and consequently a decrease in the softwood fore::r:0., pulp companies 
have bes;'.ln experimenting with hardwoods as a source of' pulpwood. These ex-
periments have proven to be successful., although there are certain dif'f'icult:i.as 
to be overcome. In 1946., hardwoods accounted for thirteen percent of the 
United States pulp production. 
A limited amount of hardwoods wus used as a raw material f'or pulp ruanu-
facture as early as l900e Pulp manufacture from hardwoods was restricted at 
first to the softer hardwoods such as aspen., basswood~ and cottonwood. The 
uso of hardvwods as pulp matorial has grown until no1,v it includes most of 
the hardwood species. 
Softwoods still are the most important source of pulpwood,. and constitute 
a major source of all pulpwood. Softwood has a number of advantages over 
har~~ood as a source of raw material £or the pulp industry. The advantages 
will be brought out in the f'ollowing discussion of the two types of wood used 
in the wood pulp industry. 
Hardwood, although it has several disadvantages.t has some advantages 
that are importa.nt in causing it to become a source of pulpwood. They are 
as .follows: 4 
l. Ma..11y hardwoods give a high pulp yield due to their specific gra.vi ty .. 
2. Many hardwoods &re favorably located w:Lth respect to transportation 
4ri. M. Collet, "Utilization of Hardwoods in ·the Pulp anci Paper Industry, 11 
Journal ~ I<'orestry, Vol. 45, (June, 1947), p. 445. 
to the mill in pulpwood production areas. 
3. Small-sized and low-grade hard.voods are ignored by most o;t.> the com-
patitive forest-products :i.udustrios. '!'heref'ore~ there is less 
competition from other lumber industries for such hardwood.fl than for· 
eonifors. 
4. A sizeable market for hardwoods would enable the small and large 
land owners to dispose of excess trees,. thereby affording opportunity 
to improve residual stand conditions. 
The utilization of hardwoods involves a number of problems,, some of 
whioh tead to off-set any advantages,. a.s follows:6 
l. lia.rdwoods p1·oduce short-fibre wood pu.lp, (l.O mm. to 1 .. 85 mm .. in 
length) in contra.at to long-fibre pulps,, (2.8 mm. to 3...7 mm. in 
length) produced by conifers. On the current market, paper products 
must contain a fairly high pereenta.ge of long fibres to give 
necessary strength to the paper products. 
2. G-eneral.ly, it is more difficult and costly to log hardwoods th.an 
coniferous pulpwood. 
3. llardwoods are usually poorer in quality than conifers, and 
therefore furnish a lower solid cubic volume of wood pe:r cord. 
4. HardvJoods oi'ten have a greater bark volume than conifers, and the 
bark of hardwoods is more difficult to remove. 
5. There are a g;raater number of hardwood species than conifers, and 
in many pulping processes hardwoods must be separated and grouped 
by species before cooking. 
6. Harvesting, handling and transportation will be more difficult to 
P• 445 .. 
mtWt1auize in the case o:f hardwoods th.an ·with conifers. 
J.n increased usa of' hardwoods by the pulp industry imrolves certain. disadvantages. 
but qua..<1tity and variety- of hardwoods utilized by the industry at the presant 
ti:i:,:ie hava reached significant proportions.. It is balicn·ed by most authorities 
that the quantity will increase in the future. 
The nine species of hardwoods that show the greatest promise for use as 
pulpwood are as follo-,a;s: 6 
Scientific H.ame 
1. Quercus shurnardii 
2. quercus P"fioda 
3. Halesia oarolina 
4. Quercus coocinea 
r:· 
l). Ilex voraitoria 
6. Q.uercus nif:ru 
7. Q.uercus rubra 
8. Gordonia lasinathua 
9. Quercus laurif O·liU. 
Common Naine 
Swamp red oak 
Swamp Spanish oak 
Wild olive tree 
Scarlet oak 
Ya.upon 
Pin oak 
Southern red oak 
Loblolly bay 
Laurel oak 
Pulpwood consumption in the United States is about 16,400,000 cords 
annually-; 7 a cord is the unit of measurement for pulpwood and contains 160 
cubic feet of' wood. However, the 1950 consumption is expected to be between 
eighteen and twenty millio11 cords. rr this increase continues, the industry 
must take steps to insure the .future supply. 
For mauy years, the United States has imported about one-third of' its 
pulp from Europe and Canada. Sweden and Finland are the most important 
European sources. The other two-thirds is domostic pulp which is consumed 
for the most part by mills op ere.ting in conjunction with pulp plants. 8 
6L. V. Forma11, D. D. !Uemeyar. "Pulpwood stands Procurement and Utiliza.-
tion," '.i'eohn.ioal Association 2£_ ~ Pulp ~ Paper Industry (1947} • p. 167. 
7Nelson, !?e.• E!!,•, p. 1343. 
8
.Rennioke.,. .2E..• ~ • ., P.• 1.3. 
?:ractioally uny commercial nood can be used as a source of raw material 
for kraft pulp, the chief' su.hstanea from which paperboard is made.. The jack 
pine and hemlock a.re the mo st commonly used -trees in the ?forth., while the 
lob lolly, short and long leaf' pines aro the usual species used in th.a South. 
Importance 2£_ Waste Paper 
Balod newspaperG., mixed papers, ·used corruga:hed eoutainers., box clippings. 
old kraft paper., Manila paper, envelope paper., white book paper shavings and 
.~1ite envelope cuttings form important sources ror waste paper. 9 
Waste paper ha:;; been the most importac.t raw material in the past for 
the paperboard industry a.a a whole.,, representing 35 percont or more 0£ the 
fibrous raw material usec in manufacture. However., since 1948 this situation 
is no longer true. In 1D4B., waste paper accounted for only 46.7 percent of 
tlw paperboard while wood pulp accounted for 48.9 percent. 10 
1'he basic reason for the decrease in waste paper consum}?tion in the 
paperboard field has been the advanee in tho building and operation of kraft 
board mills in the South., where production is mostly from virgin pine. Sig-
nifioaut production from these Southern mills began in 1947. It is reasonable 
to conclude that the demands for waste paper will be decreased further as a 
result of the recent krai't mill additions in the region. 
However~ other data appears to indicate that the lessening de;nand £or 
waste paper in paperboard manufacture may be only a temporary condition. The 
reasons are that there is a likelihood of less availability of pulpwood sup-
plies :for new virgin foresi; pulp operations. Supplies 0£ raw straw and chest-
9r·b·- 3"' 
-2:;:.• 11 p • v • 
lOFibre Containers. !:£." ci·t., p. 107. 
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nut; wood are reported to be declining and hardvmods are being introduced 
into the paperboard industry. This d-ata leads to the conclusion tha"i'.; some 
of ths future expansion of board production capacity is apt to be based on 
wasta paper consu.~ption. 
The three major uses of waste paper are for the manufacture of paper ... 
board, roofing material aud pa.par. Table~I shows waste paper consumption for 
the years 1928 to 1948. 11 
Wood Processin.s; 
The Sou·~h West Box Company at Sand Springs, Oklahoma, receives a major 
portion of its kraft paper for manufacture 0£ corrugated shipping containers 
from Southern Kraft Di vision of Interilational Paper Company, located at 
Springhill,. Louisia:aa.. 12 The .following discussion of the rnanuf'aeture of 
pulp and kraft paper is based ou the process used by the Southern Kraft 
Division of International Paper Company.13 
Young pine trees are used i!:1 th.a manuf"actura of kraft paper. The most 
suitable logs are six to ten inches in diameter and five feet in length. 
This means about eight to t1r1elve years. under ideal conditions., is required 
to grow ideal tree size for us-0 in this process.14 The wood is received 
at the mill in open ra,ok cars and to a lesn extent in box cars. It is unloaded 
and stored in the yard or conveyed by a conveyor to the barking drums. 
llrb· ct- 10"' 
__!:,_• di P• Oe 
12P. C. Baker., O.f'!'iee Mru1agar,, South iiest Box Company. Personal Inter-
~, (March 16, 1950). 
13special Report, ~ Manuf'acture 2£. Pulp and Pf-Rer. Southern Kratt 
Division of' International Pa.per Company,. Springhill,. Louisiana, pp. 1-7. 
14Ibid. » p. 1. 
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T.ABLE VII 
Waste Paper Con.su."llption (in Tons} 
For For For 
Year Paperboard Roof'ing Pap or '.i.'otal 
1929 3.,310,000* 
----.....-
531.,900? 3,841,900 
1930 3,005,000* 
-----..-..... 485.,000• 3.,490,000* 
1931 2.,793,000'1< --.. .---.-ta!> 445,000* 3.,238.,000* 
1932 2.,347,000* ~-... ---- 378,000• 2.,'725.,000• 
1933 2.,725.,000• 
------~- 435,.000>1' 3,160,.000• 
1934 2,'715.,000. ___ _,...,~ 432,000lfo S,.147,000• 
1935 3.,097,000* 
........ _____ 
490,400 3., 58'1.; 400* 
1936 3.,5tm.OOO• 
...... -----~. 660.,000• 4,.G50.,000• 
1937 3 . ,683.,000• ~--...... ~ 677,000* 4.,360,000>i> 
1938 3,.098,000• 
--------
572.,000• 3.,670.,000. 
1939 3.,678,400 174.,500 513.,400 4.,366,200 
1940 3.,883,800 210,.600 573,100 4.,667,500 
1941 4.,820.,300 289,500 965,300 6.,075.,100 
1942 4.,423.,300 324.,100 747 .,600 5,495.000 
1943 5.272,300 357,400 738.,200 6:,-367,900 
1944 6.9459.600 365,.500 1,034.,200 6,859,300 
1945 5,413.500 372.,.900 1.,013,.300 6a,799,700 
1946 5,739,300 431,.700 1,108,600 7,279.,600 
1947 6,173.,800 525,100 1,146.100 7.,.845,000 
1948 5.896,600 659,400 1,128,500 7 ,584., 500 
Source: U~ s. Bureau of' Census :•fBstim.atos 
Note: Consumption of waste :for roofing; prior to 1939 is included with 
pap Gr. 
Preparation .2f.Pulpwood 
Removal of the bark is tho first step in the preparation of the wood. 
'l'he barking; drums are horizontal cylinders about twelve feet in diameter 
and about forty-five £eat long. The bark is removed simply by the rubbing 
and pounding action 0£ the logs upon each other as the dr~m revolves. The 
barked logs £all out of the drum onto a conveyor and are than carried to ti1e 
chippers •. 
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The barked logs entex- the chippers where they are reduced to chips. 
The log is held against a revolving disc through \'ilhich knife edges protrude 
at right angles to the axis of the disc. The chips pass over a screen which 
rejects th13 oversiz.ed chips for recrushiug and allows the proper sized cl1ips 
to pass through.. The· ideal chip size is f'rom one-half inch to one inch it1 
length along the grain 0£ the wood. The chips are aut at an angle of less th.an 
45o to the grain of the wood which permits penet.ration of the cooking chemicals. 
The screened chips are next moved by a conveyor to a chip storage bin above 
the digastor room.15 
r.[anufacture 2£. Chemical Wood Pulp. 
There a.re several processes of manufacturing wood pulp. but only the 
fl'1lphate or kraft process will be discussed. 
7.'ho sulphate process is the most popular technique of pulp extraction 
and was introduced by c •. F. Dahl in 1879 at Danzig, Germany. The proce.ss 
was brought to North America by Olaf Bache-Wigg in 1907.16 The process uses 
an alkaline cooking liquor. and it replaces the alkali lost by reactionary 
influences brought about in the process itself. In other words~ this oontinu .. 
ous proces.s produces the very substances that are lost during another part of 
the proceas through the addition. o-t a third chemical. sodium sulphate. It 
is from· the use of thit~ ingredient that the process gets its name.17 
The wood chips are fed into upright cylindrical digesters along with an 
alkaline cooking liquor., consisting principally of caustic soda (NaO:El) and 
15Ib·d 3 
._.2:-__· , p.. • 
16 A ,-.,.. """"<>rnar 
..n.-e iY• n"' " :s The Manufacture of Fiber Shipping Containers., p. 17 • 
17Ibid .. ., P• 17 .. 
aodium sulphide ( tta2s) .18 The chips are than heated to 345° F. and under 
110 pounds oi' steam pressure until the "non-cellulose" material is dissolved 
o·ut of the wood. 'l'h.G principal constituent dissolved out is lignin •. along 
\Vith other so-called carbohydrate material. J-1;t the end of tho cooking period,, 
the length of time depending on the degree of delignifioation. desired, the 
contents oi' the dige.stor are nblown." This process is accomplished by opening 
a valve at the bottom of the digeotor and allowing the con.tents, which con. 
sist of pulp and spent liquor, to be blown into a blow tank. The pressure 
with which the st.eam .forces the digested contents out serve.s to tear the 
fibres apart by literally exploding them as a result of suddenly reducing the 
pressure from about 100 pounds per square inch to atmospheric pressure. 
Xb.e pulp is then washed. ?his process consists in diluting the stock 
with liquor and pumping it into a vat containing a revolving horizontal 
drum. The pulp £onus a thiok mat on the revolving drum. and at the same 
time. the liquor solution is pulled through the pulp mat to liquor tanks. 
This process is repeated several times. and each time the diluting liquor is 
progressively weaker. For the final washing. water is sprayed on the pulp 
mat. 
Xhe pulp is then discharged into a chest from where it is pumped to the 
screen room. Here the pulp is diluted with water and passed through revolving 
screens which re~e the partially cooked pieces of wood and undigested knots. 
The holes in the screen are of such size that the pulp fibres pass through 
-and the larger uncooked materials aro retained. The pulp is now thickened or 
de-watered. Then it is ready to be pumped to the paper mill.19 
18The presence of the sulphide accounts for the unusual strength (kraft) 
possesed by pulps made by this proeesn. 
19 .. Speeial Eeport. Th& Manufacture of .Ful;o and Pane1·. oo .• er~ ~ ~ ~ - ~·~ P.• 4 .. 
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The Uanufacture ~ Kraft Paper 
111e product 0f the abov~ proces$ is the brown unbleached krart pulp 
which is used to make paperboard for shipping containers. The brown pulp 
is prepared i'or ths paper macihine by passing through Sutherland Refiners. 
The Sutherland Refiners separate the individual fibres, brush them and prepare 
their surfaces to be bonded into a she-ot of paper. Rosin is added,. followed 
by alum, in order to make the sheet resistant to water.. Tb.is treatment, 
called 11 sizing1 11 also contributes to the desired type of surface necessary 
.for printing labels and advertising. 
The pulp is diluted and pumped to the paper machine. It flows onto a 
moving; endless bronze scraen -which permits the water to drain off, leaviug 
a sheet of pulp upon the screen surface. As tho sheet moves al-0ng, more 
water i.s removed by suc:-cion. It then travels ovar drying cylinders. These 
steam heated cylinders progressively drive more moisture out of the sheet 
until it is practically dry .. Next. the sheet passes through calenders which. 
iron it out. 'l'b.en i·t is wound on a reel as finished paper, except for re-
wi:ndiug into smaller :rolls or cutting into sheets. 20 
A large percentage of the kraft board production in the South is 
manufactured on the Fourdriniar type of machine. 21 The Fourdrinier machine 
produces kraft board in thicknesses f'rom • 009 inch for corrugating materials 
up to .032 inch £or use as shipping container liners and specialties. 
is 
The pulp '!;hat is required £or the above processs according to I. Y. East 
• •• kraft .from pine wood and is known as hard pulp; i.e." incomplete 
removal of non-cellulose incrustants,, resulting in fibres having 
considerable stiffness, necessary £or bulk of sheet or heavy 
paper, othen,ise known in tho trade as co:rrba.iner board. This 
board inust resist puncture. and bursting:; also be able to be pro-
p arly glued as a £ace onto the eorr1.1gations of sheets ot corrugated 
medium..22 
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There is some confusion in tho use of the terms "sulphate" and nkraft" 
as applied to the p:rooes.s and the products produced. Sulphate me.y be con-
sidered as a general term applying to any cooking process in which the loss 
of alkali iB made up by the addition of sodium sulphate. The t.erm sulphate 
was originally used to designate nll pulp ma.de by the sulphate process. More 
recently it is being restricted to special grades, as bleaohable. light and 
strong sulphate pulps. "i'he word tKraft' is now used only to designate that 
particular quality of unbleached sulphate whicll has been cooked to produce 
high yield and exceptional strength."'23 This development came about by the 
tact that when tho process was introduced by Dahl in 1819 > the resul'l;ing 
pulps possessed such high strength that thoy oa.mo to be known as kraft pulps •. 24 
The use of the WOl"d "kraft" is justified. by the fa.ct that it is the strongest 
.fo:rm of pulp known. 25 The chief characteristics of kraft paperboard are its 
yellowish brown color, its long fibres and its resistance to tear and rupture. 
221. Y. East, Manager, Southern Kraft Division of International Papt,r 
Company, Personal Letter, (February l'l.,. 1950). 
2:k.: ·""' 17 
~.ern&r~ .2i?..· ~-, p., • 
24special Report., The Manufacture of Pulp and Paper1 ~· ~·1c p. 1. 
25werner1c 2£.· ~·. p. 17. 
CHAPTER IV 
l.::IAtiUFACTURE OF CORRUGATED BCXES AT SOU'l'H WEST BOX CO!i?ANY 
The South Viest Box Company. the largest producer 0£ corrugated boxes in 
Oklahoma., was established at Sand Springs during 1928 in order to serve the 
needs of' the Kerr Glass Company which was located there. The .first box was 
manufactured in February 4th, of th.at year. The Kerr Glass Company still 
purchases approximately 20 to 25 percent o.f the boxes produced by the box 
factory. Before the establishment of this plant, customers ii1 Oklahoma ware 
supplied by the pa.rent plant, the Iowa Fiber Box Company o:f Keokuk. Iowa. 1 
Manuf'aoturin!k Process 
The kraft paper used at the South Wast Box Company in its manufacturing 
of corrugated boxes is obtained from the Southern Kraft Division ot Inter-
national Paper Company, Springhill., Louisiana.2 Paper is received from the 
Southern Kraft Paper mills by railroad. Tha rolls of paper are transferred 
from the railroad box car to an unloading dock. It is so constr-ueted that 
the .floor height is the same as the deck level of a box car and the platform 
level also £its flush with the box car which facilitates hand1ing. 
Paper is shipped in rolls varJing in weight £rem 2400 pounds to 2800 
pounds. An averaee roll is approximately four to five i'eet wide and about 
three to four feet in dia..~eter. The rolls of paper are classified according 
to weight, grade of paper, thickness of the roll, and the amount of aeid 
lon the Job at South West Box Company.,. 2£.• ..2.!!·, p. 4. 
2F. O. Baker., Office Manager, South West Box Company.,. Personal Inter-
.Y?-?!J.' (March 16, 1960). 
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contained in 'bhe paper. Two grados of paper used in the manufacture of 
corrugated boxes are: (1) a standard weight paper that tests two-hundred 
pounds per square ineh~ and (2) a heavy Ylaight paper that tests !'our-hundred 
pounds per square inch. The heavier grade is called "heav.1 cutn and is used 
f'or ·!:;he outside covering or liner of the ·box and in making boxes where extra 
strong-th is needed. The standard weight paper is used for the corrugating 
modiu.."ll. 3 This material used in corrugating is made from cheaper cuts of 
wood than that used in. the manufacture of kraft paper and con·t.ains about 
30 percent straw and 70 percent woodpulp. 4 
The paper is moved .from the loading dock by a forked truck and stored 
in the stock :room until it is needed. As the paper is :required. it is 
transported from the stock room by a forked truck and put on a large roller 
which is located in front of' the corrugating machine. 
In the first manu.facturi11g process. a roll of paper is passed through. 
the corrugator which forms the corrugated sheets. 5 As it emerges from 
the corrugator it goes through the single facer where a second roll of 
paper,. which is called the liner,. is glued to the corr.J.ga.ted sheet by an 
ad.hesive. 6 At this stage the product consists of the corrugated medium and 
u £lat sheet of paper., or liner~ glued to it. It is called a single-faced 
sheet (See Figura l). 
The single-i'a.ced sheet now passes by means of a conveyor belt to another 
machine called the ttsocond paster" or "double facer. 11 As the sheet goes into 
3The corrugated medium is the corrugated sheet between the two liners. 
4P. C. Baker., Personal Interview., (March 16. 1950). 
5A mo.chine that !'or.ms the corrugations on a sheet of pa.per. 
6A maclline that glues the liner to the co1·rugatod s.llaet. 
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the machine,. a layer of paper is glued to the rough side of the singla-f'acad 
sheet, forming the complete double-faced corrugated board. 
Xhe oorrugated board then goes through. the hot tabla process. This 
machine passes the freshly glued corrugated board over a hot table, heated 
by st@a.rn. which dries the glue and makes the corrugated board stiff'. 
The dried corrugated board is conveyed to the scorer. and at this 
stage tho outline of the box is well defined. 7 1'he board then passes to the 
cutter where it is sheared to the specific she. depending on the individual 
order. '.i'he pieoos of scored and cut corrugated board are removed by hand 
from the conveyor belt, at tha same time being inspected for culls or de-
feetivo panels. 
'.f'ne good panels ~re stacked near the slotter-printer for further 
processing. The slottar-printer :perf'orn1s two functions,; (1) it cut $lots 
in the corrugated board at the proper place, depending on the specific 
order:,. and ( 2) prints the design on the box. 8 
The design includes any i:"'..i'ormation and a<lvertising the customer 
desires; besides government required information. The printer-slotter 
resembles a rot&ry priutor arid can print two different colors simultaneously. 
The most popular colors are red and blue. Any design is acceptable and ·the 
South West Box Company will assist in designing the proper style of box for 
its customers and also will help in choosing the printing eye. 9 i'he customer's 
1A machine that forms an impression or a crease in oorrugated or solid 
tibreboard to facilitate .folding. 
8euts in the corrugated board at the proper place for fastening the 
ends together and for forming the box flaps. 
9E. E. Boyd, Time stud;y Engineer and Safety .Director~ South West Box 
Company, Personal Interview, (March 2, 1950). 
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desig:n also includes shipping instructiorrn, precautions i11 handling, warninr; 
o:C inflammable properties, otc. si in compliance with state laws regarding the 
products being shipped. A second dye gives tho name of the box maker, in ... 
formation regarding test strength of the box_. and the capacity of the box. 
The dyes for printing a.re supplied by and are the property of th0 customer. 
From the slotter-printer. the panels aro taken to the stapling machine 
·that joins the two cut edges. '.i'he stapling machine has a capacity of 1440 
to 1500 boxes per hour., Instead of using staples. some boxes are fa.stened 
together with a paper type. dependine; on box design and size, or -the customer' e 
request. The boxes aro then stacked by hand in bundles and tied together. 
In a separate department., the box fillers or partitions are assembled. 
Material that other\vise might be wasted is utilized for this purpose. 1'he 
processes may be mechanical or manual., according to the specifications and 
size of the order. 
Throughout the entire manufacturing process, the boxes are inspected 
at various stages of completion. After the final inspection, tho boxes 
are packed flat or iu a. u1mocked-down" condition to conserve space, and any 
accessories such as partitions, dividers., or trays are added. 'I'he boxes 
ara now ready for shipment. 
Fir;ure 'il, shows the flovJ, or the route followed by the materials., from 
the; original rolls of paper to the completed box. The materials follow a 
U-shaped pa·ttern from the receiving docks through the manufacturing rrocess 
to the shipping dock. At no time does tho flow of materials cross. '.I'his 
assembly method is con~idered ideal within practical limitations. 
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Box Styles 
Commonly used styles 0£ corrugated and solid fiber boxaa may be classified 
10 into five categories. They a.re as follows: 
1. Regular slotted box, Outer .flaps meat; inner and outer flaps are 
-
the s&:111.e length. 
2. Center special slotted box: L'1ner and oui;ar flaps are the sa."rte 
length. 
3. ~ telescope box: Cover depth usually equals over-all outside 
b.::idy height. Body slotting is at right angles to cover slotting. 
4. ~ overlf;?f box: Outer flaps have full ovar£lap; inner and outer 
fla,p.s are the same. 
5. Special full-flap slotted~: The outer flaps have a full overlap 
while the inner flaps maet iu the center. 
The regular slotted box;, or category l, accounts for about 90 percent of 
all paperboard boxes used in the United States. 'l'he South West Box Conrpany 
finds that the rogular slotted box is the most popular ty-pe of box, however 
it ma1mfactures all fivo oi' the comm.only used style3 listed above. :l'he re-
mainder of the United States production is distributed more or less equally 
among the other four box styles, although th&re are many variations from 
these categories. 
There are marry other styles which are adapted to special purposes. Some 
of those include £urnituro boxes, textile boxes, te;rbile boxes, combination 
shipping-display boxes,. returnable beverage boxes1 egg cases., etc. The 
importance of sueh exceptions is clearly brought out by the fact that, during 
the , ash two year:;, ·t;he South V]est Box Company has dosie .. ned over 3,,900 di.f'-
ferent box stylos for its customers,. 
The paperboard box has beoome more than ever u custom industry in that 
it now can produce a box to meet the requiro;uauts of practico.lly any r:1an:u ... 
fa.ctured product. Patent rights are usually not :requested. 1'hi.s flexibility 
has bean a. decided advantage in comJ'.-)etition with ·wooden and :metal containers. 
Designing tfow Boxss 
To meet the customers• dem.a:'1ds, it is quite ofton necessary for the 
South r:ast Box Company to desig;r. a. new typo ,)r .style oi' box. 'l'hi.s is because 
no definite rule or pattern can be followed since many dif'feren-1; ·hY.i?es of 
i:'lerchandise ure being shipped in corrugated boxes. Then too., the industry 
is rel::1.tively new and must meot new dem12.n.ds. n is necessary that the 
box be sufficiently strong; to adequately protect the kind of merchai1<l.ise 
bei:::1g shipped and also to comply v;ith ull .freight regulation.:.., beside a11-
swer:l.ng the n.ormul requirements of the purchaser. 
When t11e plant is :requested to design a. nev, box., the buyer usually sands 
R rough diagram of· the type of box he wants,. giving the necessary di:mensions 
and specifications. The order is then taken to the designing department where 
a box is made by hand accoi·diag; to the customers I wishes. f1hen a small bo:x: 
li.s desired, sometimes the purchaser will send a sample of his product and the 
box can be made to fit the product;. 
The customer u~ually includes the design he wants OJ;l his box. 1'he 
design he submits is almost always a rough dravm diagram. The design must 
then be drawn to scale., as specified; so that it will be in the nrooor nro-
..:.. J.., >~ 
t}Ortions when printed on the finished box. A finished, hand-ma.do box i::; sent 
back to the buyer for his approval. If the box is reported satisfactory by 
the customer, a work order is filled out at the .fao·tory £or tha required. number 
and kind of boxes. In same oases., where a. special type of box is made to 
meet specific needs., ;i.t; is thou~t worth while to l.pply for a. patent. 
Shipping Boxes 
During World Iiar II most shipments were mado by rail .from the South 
West Box Company. but now about- 60 percent of all shipments are mad.a by rail 
and the remainder by truok. Boxes a.re delivered to the Kerr Glasc Company,., 
located only one hundred yards away from the plant., on nlive skids. 011•12 
vvhen the boxes are shipped in freight cars, the box company usually 
meets the minimum. Nt;,ight requiremant of 24.,000 pounds per car to save on. 
shipping eosts. The "knocked-do-wn" boxes are bound together with twine into 
a bundle. An attached bottom of stiff board forms a pallet, weighing between. 
650 to 700 pounds. 
Storage of Boxes 
After the boxes are ma.de., they ,are usually stored in the back 0£ the 
plant ready for shipment (Figura 4). A wa.rehousel> forty feet by two hundred 
feet., furnishes additional storage. I-t is located on the west side adjaoen.t 
to the corrugating plant. Doxes of the sizes numherGd 1, 2, and 10 ara ma.de 
during slack periods and stored in this warehouse because there is al~ays a 
da'!l&.nd for this size. Other materia.l,s are also kept in th""J plant storage 
space and in this warehouse. 
Since a small inventory of boxes is t.,,1;,;,,1.ally carried by most custo~ers 
orders are ordinarily filled within. tvw weeks after ·l:;ha initial request is 
11A small sled with .-,heals. 
:received. This rosults in only a small nun1ber of bo::r:e.'..l being held in storage 
at the factory, except i'or a few do.yo after ma11U:f'a.ottJre. In case of au 
emergency or rush order, the plant will meat the request as quickly as pos-
sible. Duz·ing the rush season, tl1e plant opera.to.:: on a heavier production 
bus is. 
Types of' Boxes Made 
Yha South ~Vast Box Company makes boxes af.' all sizes and descriptions, 
ranging from those three or four inches in outside dimensions to those that 
are so large that they are a;;:sembled in separate pieces rather than one piece. 
Exei.mples of' some boxes made by thia company which meet certain purposes a:ra 
(1) for small books. (2) .for fire extinguishers., (3) for all types of canned 
i'oods, (4) for pet.:oleum products., (5) for chairs, (6) f'or '.beds,, ('7) for 
mattresses and f'or many other usas. 
Labor ~ South nest ~ Company: 
The South West Box Company regularly hires approximately one hundred 
paople. The employees have a somi-skilled ro.ti11g; with the excoptiou of 
administrative aud executive personnel. Approximately 25 percent cf' the 
employees are eniraged in clerical 7-1ork. '.i'he Ywrkei.~s have the option o.£' 
being a.fi'iliated with the International Paper Union., a 'branch cf the Congress 
of Industrial Organization, or working as independent e:I1ployees. In either 
cases the employee works under the same regulatiol::.G and receives the same 
pay. 
The f'actory la.borers are paid under a dual payment plan. Each e:riployee 
5:ets a base pays computed on the wae;e scale for that particular type oi' 
job perf;:;rmad., and also u bonus calculated on his production ovor the 
,:rtandard production rate. 
The standard production rate is determined by the management;. This 
is best illustrated by the f'ollo,1ing example. Suppose the standard pro-
duction for a certain operation was 1.000 units and the employee producod 
1.,200 units. This is 200 units above tho l.,000 unit standard sat by the 
company and the employee would get a 20 percent bonus for that particular 
unit of production. 
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This inoentive payment plan onablas the company to operate more efi'icientlr 
and results in a. greater income for the employees. 'l'he employees at the South 
West Box Company average a 30 paroont bonus plus their base pay. In case 
a t'9orker fails to produce the standard production., he still receives his 
baso pay. 
Generally speaking the cost of production of the South Wast Box Company 
is a little under the other plants oontrolled by the Hoerner Corporation. 
Wastage 
In the manufacture of corrugated boxes,, '!:;'cw paper is the mai:o. mato:ria.1 
cost. Du.rine; the month of Dccamberj 1949 1 the South fJe;:,t Box Company consu.med 
2,100.000 pounds of paper, arid cf th5tt ai11ount, 200,,000 pounds or 7.6 porcent 
were wasted. l?aper costs tho company ona hundred dollars a ton,, there.fore 
the loss due to waste alone 1.ivas 200,000 pounds and we.s equivalent to a. loss 
of ~10,000. It is obvious from these figures that the maximum utilization 
must be made of the paper to keep down excessive losses. 'fhe waste pa;::ier is 
run through a shredder and is either use<l for packing or sold to papermills 
for reproces~ing. 
Tasbine~ ~ Specii'ications ~ Corrugated Boxes 
There are various tests to which the corrugated box should bo subjected., 
vnl;y tho DM'.lst i.mpo;d,ant of these will be described here. J?irst 0£ all, the 
materials should pass oertain tests. Both the liners ,md the corrugated 
sheet must come up to or exoeed caliper speoifications.13 The corrugations 
in the corrugated sheet should be perfectly formed, being ot a uni£' orm 
height and uncrushed.. The liners should be unii'onn and strongly glued to 
the corrugated sheet. The printing dyes should not crush or drunago the 
liners or corrugated shee.t~ and the scoraa and slots should be perfectly 
formed. 
After the materials have been checked, the finished corrugated box 
must be tested. However~ boxes manu.f'aotured from the best materials may 
not be of .superior strength. 14 No te.st or sat of tests can be made on 
corrugated boxes whioh will answer all purposes.. By .fitting the tests 
to the box and keep.ing in mind tho particular requirements 0£ the product. 
a box oa..'1. be de"Veloped. at a minimum cost which ·will safely transport th& 
15 
merchandise. 
Listed below are tho most important quality t-ests pertaining to the 
testi~g and speoifications of corrugated boxes.16 
1. Rules: The Assooia:tion of American Railroads has established general 
regulations covering the shipment of freight and express by a set 
of specifications known as "Rule 41--'l'he Consolidated Freight 
Classification." '.lne purpose of these regulations is to protect 
13The thickness of a sheet measured under specific conditions. expressed 
in thousandths o.f an inch. 
14Edward Da..'liill. "Standard of Quality for Shipping Containers., and 
Closures." American Management Association, Series Number 104 (November, 
1937) • P• 16. 
15:Hinde and Dauch. "How to Test Corrugated Boxes.," Little Packaging 
Library~_.!!_ (1949), p. 5. 
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both shipper and carrier. This rule determines ·che maximum weight 
of the box and its con.tents. ma:x:imu.11 inside dimensions., minimum 
thickness of paperboard, minimum tests per square inch., and other 
regule.tions pertaining to different types of.' boxes. Other trans-
portation regulations are clOtor Truck Classification. Rule 5, 
Oi'fieial Express Classification--Rule 18, bureau oJ· Exploshres--
'rarii'.f 4, Postal Laws and Regulations., and Air Express Agency 
:Regulations. 
2. Hu1len Test: lfor measur in.g the bursting strength of corrugated 
board., the Mullen Test is the accepted standard for the industry. 
3. The Drum Test: 
-~.......--
A revolving drum subjects a packed corrugated box 
to severe treatment similar to what it may receive in ordinary 
ha.'ldlin.g during transportation. A packed box is pla.ced i:n a 
hexagonal drum., which revolves at a constant ra:te of speed., 
tumbling the box on :l.ts ends. sides and corners. The number oi' 
times the bo.x drops in the drum and reme.ins unbroken is its 
durability. 
4. ~ Dro;e ~: i~eleasing of' a loaded box from a known height onto 
a metal or concrete floor is designated as the Drop Test .. The 
height and position of the box can be varied so the box will fall 
on any desired partw 'l'he required minimum number of drops depends 
upon the nature of the contents. This test determines if the corners 
or sides will break open and spill t!ia contents. 
5. The Compression Tes!: The test for co;npression strength simulates 
conditions similar to those encountered when 1.i box is stacked in 
freight cars or stored in a warehouse. I'he purpoze of this test 
tho stress points a:t which leakage may occur., or to determine the 
stress poirrt at ·which inner boxes may become distorted beyond use 
as clispl ay units,. 
6. Inclined Imract ~: This test simulates a load shift in a box 
car or truck which often throws boxes against the walls. Sudden 
·i;;hrusts cf the oo.rrier ja'!i the boxes together and any box not 
prep arod for this treatment will be crushed. 
7. 'rhe Puncture 'rest: If the item to be shipped has sharp edges or 
an irregular shape there is danger of puncturing the box .from 
within., while if' the box is stored a.gab.st some sharp or irregular 
object there is danger o;f puncture from without. The puncture 
resistance of corrugated board is determined by using tho Ganoral 
Electric Puncture Taster. The Puncturo 'i'est measures the abrasion 
resistance of the oorrur;a'tod board. its stiff'nas::: and its general 
fabrication quality. 
Other aquirnuent and tests usod in tos·ting corrugated boxes are: the 
humidity room. drying oven. balances 6 visoosimetar., c8.lipar., Riehle-Quinn 
Compression Tester, Blum Crush Tester., hydrometer., Elmendorf Tear Tester., 
Cobb Size Tester, Immersion j'Jumber 'fest,. Peneseope Penetration 'l'esta:r., 
Tonsil Tester~ bond strength tastiug equip~ent. ink £uding tasting appara-
tu:::;, and pH testing equipment. 17 
Not all corruga:ted boxes may be subjected to all the dif'farent tests., 
bu.t cer·tain tests, depending on the type of box and its int.ended uses,. are 
applied to most corrugated boxes. Those tests enable the o.uatomer to know 
in advance the limitatious of the container. 
CHAPTER V 
l'. TYPICAL COifilUGA'.EED co~:i'rAL,:fft i':UUlrJF.hC'l'URING 
PLl'J·JT GIWUP rn CEfi'l'R.l.'i.L UNI'l'ED Sl'ATES 
In this study of ths paperboard 0011.tainer iudustry in Oklahoma. a 
typical corrugating; ,ape:r.board container industr;v group was chosen that 
embraces this state a:n.d o·thers iu the Central Uni te<l. Sta·tes. The o:qg.mi-
zatio:a selected for this study was tha Hoerner Corporation. This corpora-
tion. is composed of eight plants, ea.ch of' which will be discussed later. 
The South West Box Compm1.y" a member of the Hoerner Corporation, located 
at Sand Springs, Oklahoma, will be used as a model pla..1.t in this study. 
Questionnaires were sent to each of the eig,sit plants in the group 
requesting the following general information: the type of product made:, 
either the completed corrugated box or corrugated sheets; where the company 
gets its raw materials; reasons for establishing the plant at; its present 
location; trade territory of tho plant; approximate production of' the plant; 
and the numbor of people employed. 
History oi' the Hoerner Corporation 
. ---
The Iowa Fiber Box Company, the .first plant of th-s Hoerner Corporatior.i. 
had its inception in 1920 when. tho corrugated box industry was in its oarly 
stages of developme;1.t in the ldidd1o l~est. Only a few years previously, the 
railroads had adopted a rule whereby commodities could be shipped by rail 
in certain ty2e s of boxes. 
At this time C. ~1. Rich, President of the Purity Oats Company, vihose 
business at that time was quite sizeable. decided that he needed a box 
company near his original plant at Keokuk, Iowa.. Bence, he founded the 
GO 
Iowa Fiber Box Compuny to supply shipping; oontaine:rs for his produots. Ile 
soon discovered., hovieve:r. .. thut tho Purity Oats Company could not use the 
total production. of boxes being manufactured, making it necessary for him 
to find other o'utlets fo:r the surplus boxes. To accomplish this, he en:iployed 
J. o. Hoerner to exp and the trade area of the Iowa Fiber Box Corn:p any by an 
in:tensified sales effort within a.n area of' 250 miles from Keokuk. 1 
An early ideal that was developed war] to carefully servo customers in 
'l:ihe immedia;be districts surrounding Keokuk with a shipping container made 
oi' materials that would more than protect the commodities being shipped. To 
carry out this ideal of' service., it was necessary to plaee properly trained 
men in tho sales territory& By necessity, these men had 'to be packaging 
engineers -who could design proper tyr,es of shipping containers for the 
ouirbomers they served. Part of ·the salesman I G training, which was ea.z·ly 
emphasized,. v~as that he must fulfill the purcha.oor1s needs. Iie was advised to 
obtain access to the packing and shipping depar·tment of the buyers to analyze 
the process of packing and then to design a container that would properly 
fit th.e commodity. Thus sa.i'e transit was provided fo,r the commodity being 
shipped. .i;s a result, there was a rapid growth of satisfied customers. 
As the business grew., this policy of se.nlcio 'began to yield other favorable 
benefits. For illustration, tho Kerr Glass Compllily,, looated at Sand Springs, 
Oklahoma., waa just getting started ill the early 1920 1 s. By 1927, it required 
a large amount of' boxes. Hence it was deoided that another box plant should 
be built aud operated by tho Iowa Fiber Box Co-mpaoy. It was to ba near tho 
Kerr Glass Company to adequately supply its needs and those of other purchasers 
111he Company Digest, Iowa f'iber and Associated Box Co."' Genera.1 
Information., ·Index A-025, pp. 1~5. 
in the territory.~ At this time there were no other box plants in Oklahoma. 
'rhe South West Box Courpany was established in. 1927 on the south side 
of Sand Springs, Oklahomto,. Again the policy of careful servicing was ap.. 
plied, and its business has grown steadily ever since. During its history- the 
So:rth West Box Company gradually extended its trade territory into the .sur-
rounding states, espeoially Texas. By 1939 its business had grown to the 
point where it uas evident that another box .factory would be needed in 
Texas to adequately service the customers developed in that area. 
Again, an additional unit was organized. in November., 1940. beginning 
operations as the Southwest Corrugated Box Comrany and situated at Fort 
Worth, 'l'exas. C:n.e of tho major accounts which this plant serves is Armour 
and Company. tlith its main offices at Chicago, Illinois, and with branches 
scattered throughout the country., Armour and Company had been one of the 
early custo;nera o.f the South West Box Company. It was largely due to their 
meat packing operations at Fort :JJorth tha't the Southwest Corrugated Box 
Company was established there • 
.Civisio:us o.f the Group nud Reasons for auch Divisions 
Freight rates havo alYJuys played an important; role in the paperboard 
container industry e '.l'he farther away a consuming plant :might be from 
the box factory# the greater vmuld bo the eost of shipping the containers. 
This spread of the affiliated units of the Iowa Fiber Dox Company_. therefore, 
was made necessary partly by the freight rate factor and partly by the factor 
0£ quick delivory to the customer. The theory o.f being near the customer 
was that his shipping co1.rtainer needs could be more properly and adequately 
s.upplied. 
The three plants--Iowa Fiber Box Company• South VJest Box Company, and 
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Southwest Corrugated Box Company--are so called one-unit plants. Each plant 
has a corruga·tor and the supplementary equipment necessary to completely 
manufacture corrugated shipping containers. 
In certain. large cities -within the trade area there was a great problem 
ot quick service where packaging and delivery could not be adequately met 
by the box companies themselves. As a result oi' this demand. so-called 
sheet plants were established iu Hinueapolis, iHinuesota; Des Hoines~ Iowa; 
and Fort Smith., Arkansas. 'l'hese sheet plants are supplied corrugated sheets 
by the complete one-u.'rl.it plants. Tha sheet; plants are equipped with .fabri-
oatiug machinery so that they oan fill ordors from the corrugated sheet 
stock, and serve local companies quickly and adequately. 'l'hese three sheet 
plm:rts arez ABC Corrugated llox Company., Minneapolis., Minnesota; Arkansas 
Box Company., l"ort Smith;,- Arkansas; and Des Moines Container Com:pany., Des 
Moines, Io,·~a. It appears that i'reight rates also i:ufluenced the location 
of these plants. 
These three sheet plants perform a dual purpose. In the first place, 
they are able to quickly service customers in the irmnediate trade territory 
of their location., and especially within the city environs. In the second 
place. the function o.f these sheet plants is the,t they take carloads of' 
,corrugated sheets from the complete one-unit box plants. 'l'he manufacture 
of corrugated shoats is a simple operation in that only on0 machine., namely 
the corrugator is involved. Sinco tha corrugators in these complets one-
unit plants can produce more corrugated board tha11. can be properly i'abricated 
into boxes in the individual eorruga.ted box unit., the sheet plants are an 
outlet for the corrugated board which keeps the corrugator busy and balem.ces 
the production program of the two plants involved in this supply. 
'.1.'he Iowa .Fiber lfox Gofaf:H1.ny s1i:pplios i·t.s own two s.r1.eet plant branches, 
the ABC Corrug,'8.ted Box Company &nd t;he Das l.1oiues Container Company. In 
addition, tho Iowa Fiber Box Company supplies an indep0!ulent sheet plant. 
·tr1c Ottumwa Box Company at Q:i.tu;nwa, Iowa. I'he South 'Gest Box Company serves 
the Arkansas Box Compe"ny, and in addition. a privately owned sheet plant., 
the Lov-e Box plant at Wichita, Kansas .. 
It is important 'i;o note at th.is point that the rela:ti ve distances be-
tween these various plants, both the complete one-unit plants and the sheet 
plants., is only a maximum of a few hundred miles and tha.t those plants are 
so distributed that they completely eover the trade area wost of the ill.ssissippi 
River from St. Paul, ~innosot~to Fort ,rorth. Texas. It is also important to 
note that the plants have bean established near the market outlets for their 
finished products. Freight rates are kept at a minimu.u and tho customer 
is given rapid and efficient service. 
Organization Units 2£_ ~ Hoerner Corporation 
It has been pointed out that the Hoerner Corporation is composed of 
a group of six corrugating box companies, a sheet plant and a plant in 
L1exico. Tho Hoerner Corporation servos as the general of'f'ioe of the group 
and is located at 600 .iiorgan Street, Keokuk, Iowa. Its purpose is to 
furnish management services, advice aud supervision in connection with 
production., sales,. personnel., purchasing., traffic, accounting. engineering* 
advertising and other management £unctions. The general office performs 
similar services for all companies of the Hoerner Corporation.2 Each plant 
in the corporation pays a fee for thiz service. 
The Hoerner Corporation is divided into a northern and southern group. 
0 
'"'On the Job at South -west Box., (January. 1950)., p. 5. 
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'.!.'he no.rthern. group h composed of the Iowa l~iber Box Company and its two 
subsidiaries., the ABO Corrugated Box Comp.any and the Das 3foines Container 
Co:upany. The Iowa Fiber Bo~ pompany at :Kt;iokuk, I•)VJa, was the :f'ir,st and 
parent company, ha.vine; been organized, in 1920. The ARC Corrugated Box 
Company was originally a sheet plant, but was enlarged into a oorruga'bing 
unit early in 1947. The Des Moines Container Company is a sheet plant. A 
sales manager located at each of th:3 th:reo plants is responsible for the 
operation of the compaxzy-_ 3 
The South West Box Comparzy- at Stu1d Springs .. Oklahoma., is th@ parent 
plant of tho southern group of plant:s. It has two subsidiaries, ·the li.rka.nsas 
:3ox Company and the Southwest Corrugated Box Oompo.ny. The .So1.1thwest Corrue;at:&d 
:Sox Company. The Southwest Corrugated Dox Company .is a complete ono-unit 
plant, while tho Ark.ansa.s Box Company is a. sheet plant. ma.ch company has 
a sales managor who is responsible f.o:r the oporatiou of the company, the 
same as in tho northern group .• 
Signi£ioano@ .£!~Corporation J:!:. Total United States Production 
Figure 2 gives the number of converting plants and the number of sheet 
plants in the 'Uni'ted States. There are 514 converting plants and 223 sheet 
plants, a total of S.37 plants in the United States in 1949, and of' this 
munber the Hoerner Corporaticn has four complete one-unit or converting 
plant,s and threa sheet plants, a total of seven plants in operation. Figure 3 
shows the total production of corrugated board in the United States. The 
Hoerner Corporation produces about; one percent of the total amount of· cor-
rugated board. 
The paperboard eontainor industry is a highly competitive industry. 
,~ 
.:i'.I:\e Co,apany :Jigest, ,££,• cit.$ p. ~1. 
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The a~erner Corporation is interested in tho urea west of tho Mississippi 
River. Table VIII lists those oonpanies that compete with the Hoerner 
corpo1·ntion in the area supplied by it. Theso pe,roenta~es indicate the 
amount of busin.ass dou<a by each oompany. It must be kept in mind that the 
oorru~ated box industry haa grown on the average of eig!tt percent par year. 
Each percentage, therefore. indicates a different square .toot or tonnage. 
Although theJ;"e inay be other companies selli,1.g corr..igatod boxes in this 
area., only ·!;he col'.:lp&nies listed below are considered by the Hoerner Corpora-
tion as competitors. 
TADLE VII! 
Comparison~ Production~ Co3!1Petitive Companies 
1932 1940 1941 1942 
Name Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Hinde and Dauoh 5.77 5.14 4.83 4e69 
Downing Box Co. l.67 1.54 1.29 1.38 
General Box co. .47 .44 .46 .36 
iCieckhefer-Eddy 5.10 4.95 4.87 4.29 
Love Box Co. .OB .09 .09 .09 
Loy Lani;e Dox Co. .38 .2s 5'-" " ... .27 
Seh.arff Koken Mfg. Co. l.Z6 1.23 1.10 .05 
A. George Sch:ultz Co. .60 .52 .56 .61 
TI"aldort Paper Products Co. 1.59 1.57 1.48 l.50 
Other Companies* (10) 1;,. 95 (10) 14.38 {14)16.90 (14} 18.32 
Iowa Fiber & Associates 
(Iloarnar Corporation) 1.40 1.50 1.41 1.58 
*"Other Companies" includes fourteen others in 1942, only three or 
which are competitors in the area covered by the Hoerner Corporation. The 
.figure in parenthesis shows the rum.her of box conrpanies participating in 
the percentage figure of each year. 
Table IX. gives the production of the complete one-unit plants of the 
Hoerner Corporation for ·the years 1932., 1940, 1341, and 1842. 4 
TABLE IX 
Production £or Selecte<l Years 
Plaut l9S2 1940 1941 1942 
Iowa Fiber Box--Tons ll:, 1 32 12,.242 12,437 10.a1s 
Iowa Fiber Box--l'J. Sq .. Pt. 143,.094 153,.43-1 155,.952 139,.123 
South lYest Box--Tons 11.,355 11.,859 11,.612 11.,188-
South West Box--11. Sq. Ft. 142.,045 152,899 148.,306 146,.310 
Southt,ezt Corg. Box.--:i'ons 6,.481 6,651 
Southwest Corg. Bo.x. --ill. Sq. Ft. 86.404 86,.523 
A Brief Discussion 2£._ Each Company~~ Hoerner Corporation 
South West Box Company 
Tho South Vlest Box Company located a"b Sand Springs. Oklahoma., is a 
complete one-unit plant producing corrugated sheets and the completed 
corrugated box. 
The trade territory includes Oklahoma,, Kansas., Tex.as Panhandle., 
Colorado, Hew Hoxioo., a'ld ea.stern Utah and Arizona. 
The production of the South Wast Box Company is about one-million 
square feet per da:y or about twenty-two or twenty-three million square 
feet of corrugated board par month. 
Approximately 100 people are employed by the South Wast i3ox Company. 5 
5E. E. Boyd., Time Study Engineer and Safety Director., South 1fest Box 
Co:mpany., Personal l:~tervie1'li,, {Llarcl:i. 2., 1950) .. 
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ABC Corrui-ated Box Company 
The ABC Corrugated Box Company. situated at Minneapolis. Minnesota, 
is a complGte one-unit plant. The company supplies corrugated sheets to 
several sheet plants located in the trude ter:rito:r-.Y and also corrugated 
boxes for some 500 customers located in their trade territory. 
The corrugated boxes are made from jute paper and kraft paper. The 
jute paper is purchased in St. Paul, Minnesota,; the kraft paper is obtained 
from Georgia and Louisiana. 
The ABC Corrugated Box Company is located in Minneapolis because of 
the concentration of' industries in the twin cities and in Wisconsin. Thare 
is usually good transportation service to all sections of the trade terri-
tory an<l it is the natural location £or this box company. 
'l'he volume of business of tho ABC CoITugated Box Company ia in excess 
of $1,000,000 each year. This company hires between 80 and 85 pevple, the 
b . h t . t' d·t· . 6 num · er varying somew a:· w1. n con i: J.ons. 
Arkansas Box Company 
'l'he Arka.nsas Box Company wan established at Fort Smith, Arkan:.1as~ 
in 1S39. The plant purchases its corrugated sheets from the South West 
Box Company at Sand Springs, Oklahoma. 
The trade territory ot the Arkansas aox Company includes the state of 
Arkansas and the southern half of Missouri. Howev~r. the largest volume 
or business is in the Fort Smith area. The large number of furniture 
manufacturers and canned food processors located in this area inf'luenced the 
60. M.. Carson, Vice President and Sales Manager• A.BC Corrugated Box 
Company, Personal Latter, (Maroh 10, 1950). 
Hoerner Corporation to e,':wose Fort Smith as the looacion for tr.J.s plant. 
Preseut production averages approximatGly 4.,000D000 square feet per 
month, or about 50.,000,000 square feet per year. 
Eighteen people are employed by the A:rka.>1sas Box Company. 7 
Southwest Corrugated Box Company 
The Southwest Corrugated Box Company, located at Fort Worth, 'l'exas., 
is a complete one-unit plant. The plant manu£actures corrugated shipping 
containers and rolu.ted corrugated products. The principal souroo of raw 
materials is the kraft mills located in northern Louisiana., and in Tennessee. 
'I'he Southwest Corrugated Box Company was established at Fort Worth be-
cause 0£ the extensive meat packing, food processing and manufacturing 
activities ill the territory surrounding Fort Worth. The production of' 
·bhc Southv:ast Corrugated Box Company for 1349 was approximately l:t-000 oiar~ 
loudn. Approximately 105 people are employed by this company. 8 
Ottumwa Shipping Containers 
Ottumwa Shipping Containers is a division of Iowa. Fiber Box Compan;y 11 
which is a member of the Hoerner Corporation. It is a sheet plant producing 
corrugated shipping containers and inner packings. Its corrugated sheets 
are obtained from the Io~a Fiber Box Company11 Keokuk, Iowa. 
The plant was established in Tuiay, 1939• at Ottu:rnwa, Iowa. principally 
to serve a large meat packing £inn in the eity as well as its branch plant 
in Sioux Falls, Sou't;h Dakota, and Topeka;i Kansas. The trc.do territory of 
7-- J R v~. • ... oss~ Sales Department, Arkansas Box Company, :?!?rsonal Letter, 
(March 8., 1950). 
8 J. L. LaGrone :i- Time Study Engineer. S0utl1.west Corrugated Box Company, 
Fe2·sont1l Lett~3r., (tiay $, 1850). 
this company covers tha city o;f Ottumwa and the surrounding area, as well 
as t;,10 accou:1ts previously mentioned in &ux Falls and Topeka. 
'ihe current production of this plant averages approximately five 
million square feet pe1· month. 'i"'he company employe-s nineteen people, two 
of whom are classified as skilled, two seini-skilled. and tho balance 
unskillfxl. 9 
Iowa Fiber Box Company 
The Iov.ia Fiber Box Company at Keokuk, Iowa, is a corrugated plant and 
manufacturers corrugated sheets and the completed boxes. The papa:· r.tock 
is purchased from Southern Kraft Division of Iutornational Paper Company, 
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Chicago, Illinois, and Central Fiber Products Company, St. Paul# Minnesota. 
The ?lant was established June 12 .. 1920. It wus formerly the Iowa {'!an 
Company, located at Keokuk. The trade territory includes Iowa .. southern 
Wisconsin. and the northern half of Missouri and Illinois. 
The approximate production of this company averages between twenty 
million and twenty-five :million square feet per month. Ninety people 
are employed by the Iowa Fiber Box Company. Most of the employees are 
classified as semi-skilled or non-skilled; however, there are a. few jobs 
classified as skilled.lo 
The other tvvo companiea ot the Hoerner Corporation did not return the 
questionnaire sent to tham. 
Geographic Distribution 2£_ ~ Hoerner Corporation Group ::!_ Plants 
Figure 5 shows tho distribution of the various box plants in the Boerner 
9men A. Ware, Ottumwa Shipping Container, Personal Letter,. (June 12, 1950}. 
lOii. P. f,1a.cDougall, Vice President and General Manager of the Hoerner 
Corporation, Personal Letter, {June 14. 1S50). 
Corporation and also the ·trade territory of' each plant. '.the plants are 
loca:ted so that the Hoerner Corporation can effectively serve the central 
part of the United States from Canada to tho Gulf' of Mexico. 
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Freight rates are EUl important factor in tho shipping of corrugated 
boxes and were considered in tho distribution of the plants. It is di£fi ... 
cult for a company to ship boxes ~ta pro.fit further than 250 to 300 miles. 
In a f'ew cases the trade territory extends further than 250 miles from a 
plant., but few boxes are actually sold outside of the 250 mile radius. 
Hence. the freight rate factor restricts the tendency of a manufacturer to 
establish a central plant and ship boxes out in all directions for a con-
siderable distance. 
Also by being near their potential customers. the bo:x: companies can give, 
more effioient service. For ex:ru.nple, the need for different box styles 
varys tt:.roughout the country. This is illustrated by the fact that during 
the past two years th0 South ~1est Box Company at Sand Springs has designed 
approximately 3.900 new box styles for its customers. It is logical to 
expect th:::t the other J)lants in the corporation have designed a like number 
of new box styles. Other problems differ lika1dse within tho distinct 
areas an designated by the Hoerner Corporation .. 
Trade Territory of the South West Box Go .. 
Area One is composed of Oklahoma, Kansas, Coloradoi, ifow Mexicoi, Texas 
Panhandle and the eastern part of Utah and Arizona. (Sae Figure 5). lt 
covers approximately 483,000 square miles. The South West Box Company at 
Sand Springs., Oklahoma., is the parent plant for this division. 'there are 
five salesmen located in the trade territory; they are distributed as 
follows: two at Tulsa, one at Oklahoma City• IJuskogee, and Santa Fey 
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FIGURE 5 
New Mexico. The salesmen soll diroctly to the customers, but in a few 
cases corrugated boxes are sold through jobbors. 11 
T'ne trade territory extends in an east-v,est direction in order to 
serve the s;a:.rsely settled areas of ifovJ Lfaxico, Colorado, and t:he ea~tern 
third of :Jtah and Arizona~ The railroad systems also run eo.st an.d ,;,,est, 
which provides good rail transportation in area I. 
Shipping cost is an important factor in ·tho manufacture of corrugated 
boxes. !'{:; is difficult for tho South West Box Company to compete out.side 
a 250 mile radius from Sand Springs because of' the freight rates. Like-
wise, corap6titors are limited. becr:use oi' uuch costse 
Trade Territory of the Southwest Corrugated Box Co. 
The J?ort Worth division, shown as Area Two, includes all of Texas 
except the Panhandle and a small section of northwest Louisie..na, and 
covers approximately 242,000 squaro miles. Seven salesman arc loc.ated in 
this area. 
The center of production in _this area is the South West Corrugated 
Box Compau-y- at Fort Worth 1 Texas. Tho large meat packing concerns in 
Fort Worth, especially, offer e.11 outlet for many of' the boxes manufactured 
by this plant. 
Trade Territory of the Iovm Fiber Box Co. 
Composing Area Three are the states of Iowa, Illinois and the extreme 
south.era pa.rt of Wisconsin and the northern half' 01' Missouri. The trade 
territory embraced by this division is approxiu1ately 167,000 square miles ii 
Five sa.lesmon sorvo this torritory. 
111:, C ,-,~,~ ,. "' al ·rwt ' (M· h 16 1°50) 
... • • ll=--e., ~-.er son. ,1,1,,J, e.rview.,, 11iarc. ,, .., • 
'l'hree box plants of the Ifoarner Corporation are located wi'thin this 
area. 'I'hey a.re as follows: (1) the Iow.:t Piber Box Company., Keokuk,. Iowa; 
(2) the Ottumwa Shipping Contaiacrse OttU:'UWa~ Iowa; and (3) Des Ifioines 
Container Co;:apany at Des Moines, lov,a. Inception of tho Hoerner Corporation 
in this sGction he,s given it a long period of marke·t grov!l;h. Local availa-
bility of cheap powor wan also a factor. 
In the early days.. Burlington., Iowa_, was the ceutor :xi: the basket l:llld 
read container industry. Many oi' those containers were used to ship fruits,. 
wines and wine bottle::; from the IJississippi River Valley; so n~:turallyl! 
aftc,c tho introduction of tho corrugated box, they would tura to this 
container for shipment of thei;i: fffoducts. A large concentration of in-
dustries is loca·tad in eastern. Iowa, r.wrt}1ern hiissouri and western Illinois 
which accounts i'or the subs·tantial der,1tu1d for .fibreboard box plant;s in 
this "rea., especially in Illinois. 
Trade Territory of tl10 ABC Corrugated Box Cos 
The fourth area h1cludes the states of r.:'!inneosta, the northern two-
thirds of Wisconsin., and the eastern third of the Dakotas. 'l'ha trade 
territory covered by this area is approximately 143.,000 square miles. 
Six salesmen are located here. The parent plant is the ABC Corrugated 
Box Company at Mim1eapolis. Minnesota. 
The division is similar to other areas in that it extends in an east-
·west direction. This may be explained in pa:rt by the fa.ct that the rail-
roads run in an east-west direction. Efficient transportation is available 
to serve the eastern parts of lforth and South Dakota. 
The concentration of industries in Hinneapolis-S't,. Paul and in Wisconsin 
is responsible :t'or this plant being located in Minneapolis. Local power 
'14 
f:rnm St. Anthony Falls is also an economic consideri;J,tion. The management 
of this plant believes tn.at this is one section of the l\forthwest that will 
-4-• • 12 
conv1nue ~o grow. 
Trade Territory- of the Arkansas Box Co. 
:i'he smallest division of the Hoerner Corporation is . .lrea Five which 
includes Arkansas and the southern half of Missouri, embracing approximately 
'76.,000 square miles. The plant for this area is the Arkansas Box Company. 
This area is represented by three salesmen. This plant was located at 
Fort S:11ith because of the large number of :furniture manufactures and canned 
food processors located in this area. 
Most large manufacturing ooncerns are located near a source of cheap 
power. Industrial concentration in the Mississippi River Valley is a good 
exu.n:ple of' this. The corrugated box plant locations were chosen with the 
intention of receiving business from these industries, as well as availing 
themselves of power and tra.nsporta"i:;ion facilitie.s. 
'..l'he two sheet plants in the Hoerner Corpors:ciou are located close to 
their source of basic material., the corrugated sheets. The Arkansas Box 
Company is 133 miles from its source oi' supply., the South West :Oox Company., 
\'lhile the Ot;tumwa Shipping Containers is only sixty-eight miles av,a.:y f'rom 
t:'.-10 Iovm Fiber Box Company, who supplios it with corrugated sheets. 
The affiliated box company group of the Hoerner Corpon-.tion are so 
located that they are able to supply oorrugatod boxes to any eonoern through-
out the central United States withi11 two weeks, the usual period allowable 
before the consumer's supplies would ba exhausted. 
l2c. M. Carson, Vioo President and Sales i\lanager, ABC Corrugated Box 
Compeny, Pe.rsonal 1ette:t·,. (:Uarch 10,. H)60). 
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MUSKOGEE BHAl.JCH OF' 'J.'ii}:; CO:N'TADIBh COHPORATLI~ OF AMERICA 
The sheet plan·t located at Muskogee, Oklahoma., is the second most im-
:portant producer of corrugated boxtN.i in the state. It is a branch ma.nu-
i'acti.1rer cf the Container Corpo:ri;d;ion of America •. which consists of a number 
of pla.n.ts whose ma.in off'i.oes ar1e a:t Chicago, Illinois. 
This :plant at iliuskogee ha.s baen recently eatublished, s·l:artil'.lg its 
operations in November, 1949.l The plant representatives report su.ocess.f\u 
operations, and are planning to install a corrugat.or i.n ·l.:;he near future .• 
The Container Corporation oi' America picked Muskogee, Oklahoma, as the 
location of 'this sheet plant because of ·l;he numerous glass companies lo-
oated in Oklahoma, About two-thirds of the ple.u·I; production goes to these 
glass f(lctories. Forty to forty-eight canning plants t\c.t rcg_d.i:·-:1 boxes 
surround Mus1toge,:,. :l'he company das:tred to 1rH::Rte a plant in u:n area v1he:re 
it had previously not beon represented. Muskogee was chosen because it is 
situated in a rapidly developing ma.nu:f'aoturing and :i.udustrial area. Geo-
graphic location and its natural resources were given due oonsideraUon. 
Power costs., however~ were high enough to be corisidored a nega.tivo influence 
fo. the location.. The good labor supply was also taken into account. 
The plant is situated about three miles south of downtown Muskogee on 
Highway Wo. 64. '.t'he insido dimensions 0£ ·t:;he building are 100 x 225 feet; 
the plant therefore occupies mm~ e than 22,500 square feet of floor space. 
The grounds contain thirteen acres so that there is considerable room for 
1M. D. r:renu. O.f'ficeManager., Muskogee branch of Container Corporation 
of America., Personal Ii.lterview., (June 2~ 19 50). 
FIGURE 6 
Container Corporation of America 
Muskogee Plant 
ote tho truok loading dook on th• left aide of the plant in the upper 
picture. 
Railroad loading dook ia located on the right aide of the plant in the 
lowr pioture. 
(Courteey of Easton Studio, Uuakogee, Oklahoma) 
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expansion in the future. The eato.blishmeu·!; has a capital value of $250#000. 
, F . 2 
'.lhe Industrial •'oundation of f;Iuskogea, Oklahoma_ played a significant 
roll in tho attraction and location of this plant.. The Foundation bought 
the land and paid for the construction of the building. After completion. 
the Conta.iner Corporc,tion of America paid the y,"oundation for the lau.d and 
3 improvements. 
Products Produced 
A.t present;, ·l;his is a sheet plant. using corrugated material for ·the 
manufacture of its boxes. The co:mgany gets its sheets i'rom the Container 
Corporation ol America plant at Fort Wo:rth, Texas. The .:;heats of corrugated 
board are ohief'ly transported to ll.uokogao by tha U:issouri_. KansaG aud 'l'exus 
Railroad. To a lesser extent. hauling is dona by compacy-owued ·trucks,. 
each having a capacity of 110.900 square feet of corrugated board. However_ 
plans are for the installation of a oorrugator iu the near future. The 
plant ·will {;hen be a complete 011e-unit corrugating i'actory without dependence 
upon -the Forth Worth source for materials. 
The approximate production of the IJuskogea plant is six million square 
f'eot of' sheet per month. and of this amount about t:'1.re.e perc9ut is waste 
in t~ ... e f'orr:1 of box trimmings. '.i.'his waste is baled and sent back to F'ort 
Tiorth whe1·e i't is sold to paper mills and is reprocessed il'.l;to paper. 
Sh .. ce this plant., at preseut., is not a complete one-unit plant. the 
2An orgunization, consisting o.f $100 1 000 whose purpose is to attract 
and help establish new businesses in Muskogee. Since its inception., the 
:foundation has had over three and one-half million dollars worth of' con-
tracts or inquiries concerning Muskogee as a potential industrial location. 
This organization ia a function of' the Muskogee Chamber of Commerce. 
3w. D. McCauley., Muskogee Cha.'llber of Commerce., Personal Interview, 
(June 2.. 19 50) • 
Muskogee office orders the specific type of: corrugated b,)ard to be used in 
tt1e processiug of each customer's order from the Fort Vi"orth plant. Tuiost 
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box design.ins is done at the IJuskogee plant~ but the artistic clesi 6us for 
printing purposes are done at F'ort 1/forth. When the corrugated sho,3ts arrive 
they :are run through the printer-slotter! wl1ere the design. is printed on 
the box and slots ma.de at the proper place in the corrugated board. Than 
tha sheets pass through the stapler where the ends of' the box are fastened 
together. Tape also is used to fasten the ands. 
Tho boxes are shipped in a flat or "knocked-down" coudithln; these 
are tied into bundles ready for shipment. Each bundle contains an evon 
number of boxes., usually t:i-Jo'1ty-.five to thirty., and weighs between thirt;J 
and thirty-five pounds. Corrugated board is also made into box pads and 
partitions wh.ich. ara shipped with the boxes. The plant has facilities for 
loading and unloading the boxes; the sheets b~1 rail on the south sido and 
by truck on the north side. Over one-half of the boxes are shipped b;y 
com1Ja.ny-owned trucks and the remainder are shipped by railo 
Ruployaes are classified according to hourly or salary pay. Thirty 
people are employed in the plent proper and these employees are classified 
as hourly paid, while ten aro employed in the office and. they are classified 
as salary paid. A piece work incentive plan will be put into operation in 
the plant proper at a later date. A total of forty people are employed 
by the company. 
'.i.'ra.de 'l'erri to ry 
F5 gare 7 shows the trade torritor1; of the Muskogee branch of the 
Container Corporaticn of America~ and included in this area is also the 
trade territory of the corrugating plant at Fort Worth, Texas. This trade 
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area includes Oklahoma, Netil h'lexico., Texus, A1·kansas., Louisiana$' and all 
counties south of a.rd including Hamilton, Kearney, Finney, Hodgeman, Pavinae, 
Stanfford, Hice, McPherson, ~arion, Chaae, Lyor~ Anderson and Linn counties· 
in Kansas a:nd all counties west of' und including Barton, Dade, Green, 
Christian and Taney in Missouri. A sales manager and two salesmen cover 
this territory for the two plants. 
Future Possibilities 
The management of this company expects a continued increase in business 
for ·che Muskogee plant due to the glass works, the food processing plants 
and the other ma...11.ufacturing; industries in the surrounding area. 
This expected future expansion is borne out by the fact t:,at the company 
has found the business fa) be :;.'Uch that it can afford to put in a corrugator 
in the near future. Such growth was anticipated when the company initially 
purchosod enough laud to allow for any reasonable enlargement in ths size 
of tho plant. 
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CHl\P'rBil VI I 
CL...fi.HKSBUfW ?Af-'ER CCJ112AfiY 
The third factory, in order of its importance in paper box yields. is 
a branch plant~ situated iu Ada, Oklahoma, of' the Clarksburg :Paper Company. 
It is a complete one-unit corrugated box producer, manufacturing boxes 
for the Hazel .Atlas Glass Company factories a:l; Ada and Blackwell,. Oklahoma. 
'l'his paper box branch is owned by the Clarksburg Paper Company of' Pittsburgh,. 
Pennsylvania. 
The factory was established by the Hazel Atlas Glass Company at Ada 
in 1930. In 1937 the plant was purchased by the Clarksburg Paper Company 
and has continued to operate under its proprietorship. The box company 
remained in the same group of buildings as occupied previously by the Hazel 
.Atlas Glass Company_ aud from all outward appearances :Ls au integral part 
of the glass plant in spite of its changed business status., 
The plant produces the complete corrugated box. box pads., partitions 
and dividers. 'l'he manufacturing process is almost identical with that of 
the South. ~i'est Box Company at Sand Springs. Oklahoma. The paper is received 
from various sources,. but ·t;he most important are Dallas., 'i'e:x:as., and Chil-
licothe, Ohio. Kraft paper is the main manu£acturing material. The Clarks-
burg Paper Company produces approxii:wtely five million square foat of cor-
rugated board per r:ionth. 
Thirty people are employed by th13 Clarksburg; Pa.per Corapany~ The employees 
are classified us semi-skilled8 except for a f'e,, administrative personnel. 
Workers aro paid according to an incentive pay scale, which functions similar 
to that used by the South ";Jest Box Co:mp&.ny. Tho employee receives a baso 
pay a.nd u. bonus for -rmy pro1:!u.c·bLH1 over a raini.::nu: st::.md.ard set by tl:H3 c·~'!:111-a.ny .. 
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The company is unique in that it supplies only corrugated boxes to tho 
Hazel Atlas Glass Company at Ad~ and Blaokwell, Okla..~oma. Since ·this company 
only serves this one ou.sto:mer., it does not enter into compe·l:iiticn ,dth other 
eorrugatad box companies. 
The problem of transportation., which is a very important cost item in 
·the corrug;ated box industry., is reduced to a minimum. at Ada. As previously 
statacl., the box plant is located within the sa."lls group ot buildings occupied 
by the .Hazel A-tla.s Gle. ss Company. Therefore., after the boxes o.re ma.de. 
they are transported by small pov,er-dri ven trucks to another building where 
they are used by the glan plant. Shipment to Blackwell is likewise 
cheap and easy. being a haul of about 176 miles by coimne1·ci~l trucks. The 
Ad.a glass plant uses approximately two-thirds and the Blackwell plant one-
third of the total boxes produced.,. but this proportion varies somewhat 
accordin~ to demands and relative prod:uotion of the two glass plants. At 
present.,. the Clarksburg Paper Company does not plan to enlarge the size of 
it;s plant or e:x:pand its trade territory. l 
1William J'. Kiethloy.,. Supervisor. Clarksburg Paper Company.,. Personal 
Interview. (June 26.,. 1950) 
SOOUER COB.~DlGATED BOX CC.'.T'/J'JY 
'.the Sooner Corrugated Box Company, located at 019 North Harvey Street. 
Oklahoma. City. Oklahoma, is a branch plant of the Lawrence fa.per Company oi' 
Lawrence, Kansas. :rhe Sooner Corrugated Box Company operates as a. sheet 
plant; and produces com_pleted corrugated boxes. It is the smallest producer 
of' the four plants in the state. Th.a corrugated sheets are supplied by 
tho Lavffence Paper Company., 
In 1934, Dr. E. c. Harlow, of Oklahoma City, established the Pioneer 
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Box Comp any which wo.s a year later to become the Sooner Corrugated Box 
Company. Dr. Harlow had become interested in such a business because he had 
acquired papermaking equipment that locally had been used to make cross-
word puzzles. His business venture proved unprofitable and he sold out his 
interest to the Lawrence Paper Company in 1935. 
The Lawrence :Paper Company purci1ased the Pioneer Box Company in order 
to expand their trade territory- and to entablish u corrugated box plant 
in Oklahoma. Since 1835 the comi"a11y has been known as the Sooner Corrugated 
Box Company. The company ,Ja5 especially named to sho,~ that it -was a local 
concern. 
The present plant is 1icri ted tt. 'i, C~;:r) square feet; of floor space, v~hich. 
houses c:.ll the machinery,. an office and also serves as storage room for 
the corrugated sheets a.nu the finished boxes. There is the standard 
equipment for a sheet plant, namely the score1"~ slotter-printor·, und 
ste.pli.1g machine.. 1'ho plai.'1.t in addition has a smaller slotter a:nd. score:c 
lit/Lich are used for makiD.i; i;artitio1:rn and dividers. 
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Products Produced 
The Soon.er Corrugated Box Oompan-3 is a sheet plant and produces the 
com}lote corrugated box. ThEJ corrugated sheets ara shipped in under contract 
b;y- privately o,med trucks which run between the Lawrence Paper Company and 
Oklahoma City. Thay haul the corrugated sheets to Oklaho:ma. City a"ld vJa.ste 
paper back to La,vrence,, Kansas.. 'l'his Okla.11.oma plant produces a few different 
standard sized boxes. It does not market a large variety of box styles 
and shapes like the other lar·ger box plants in. the stato. The exception 
to this rule is that the plant does sell some baby chicken boxes .. but they 
are made by the Lawrence Ppaer Comps;ny~ being distributed, in part, from 
Oklahoma City. 
'Ihe production of the Sooner Corrugated Box Company requires approxi-
mately 400,000 square feet o:f corrugated board per rnonth. Seven people 
are employed by t:..~e company, five men and two women. 'l'he employees are 
paid on an hourly basis. 
Trade Territory 
The trade territor3 of the Sooner Corrugated Box Company includes 
Oklahoma and part of the '.I.'e:x:a.s Fanhandle~ however the overall trade terri-
tory of the Lawrence Paper Company includes all the United Sta:tes we.st of 
the I'Kississippi River. 
At prosont, the most important problem £aced by the company is obtaining 
the corr'·u.gated sheets £rom Lai.'Vrence. l~ausas. so as to make prompt deliveries 
to their customers~ The present plant is not on a railroad line so that 
all materials. both those shipped in and out. must be handled by truck. The 
plant does not operate its own trucks, but hires an independent trucking 
company, operating under contract. 
I'TGUitE 8 
Sooner Corru z;a t ed Box Comp any 
( CourtesJ :,[r. Floyd L. Shields) 
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Whon a customer places mi order. the plant has to obtain the corrugated 
sheets from the Lawrence Paper Company; delivery of these to Oklahoma City 
may take t1Ho or three woeks. After the corrugated she3ts arriva t~.ey have 
to ba processed into the completed eorrugated box which requires sevors.l 
:oore days. Therefore, &. total or three to four weeks are naadad from the 
time the ordor is placed by the customer until tl-.e corrug,il.ted box is ready 
for delivery.. Siuce mo.st cus-to:mers. only stock about a two weeks supply. 
they ca."'lnot me_ot regular zna~·!i:at demands. It is thought that when the new 
plant is built near a railr,,£..d the p1"0blom will be solved. 
T~G company plans to construct a new establishment at 2400 South Main 
in Oklahoma City to be occupied before Saptamber 1. 1950. wheu the present 
lease ends. The building will have 15.000 square feet or floor space. 
The capital of the building and ground$ will be $50.000. In addition. the 
equipment is valued at another f;4o.ooo. This plant will be constructed by 
the side ot the Frisco Railraod tracks. givi11g the company access to rail 
transportation. Railway shipment will enable the company to get its cor-
rugated sheets more quickly from Lawrence. Kansas. thus giving better 
service to its customers. The, Oklahoma plant will also be able to store 
more corrugated sheets. reducing the number of required deliveries from 
Lawrence. If' business continues to increase. as the company expects it to 
do. a corrugator will be installed sometime lat.er.1 
lFloyd L. Shields, Manager, Sooner Corrugated Box Company. Personal 
Interview., (June 14. 1950). 
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SOMiJ.fARY, WITH ?.ftL'.i'ICULAR COI'JSIDEHll.TION 
Most of the paper developments occurred outside of the United States., 
while most all of the significant paperboard and corrugated bo:x: developments 
were a. product of United States industry. The developi11ent of paperboard 
was the first big step in the development of the fibreboard box of' today. 
:I'he development of paperboard led finally to the introduction of corrugated 
sheets which were first used as a packing material and la tar wer,o developed 
into the corrugated boxes of to(,c\f • 
The corrugated box offers a cheap~ mass production. ahipping container 
that is so designed a.s to adequately p:rotoct the merchandise being shipped. 
It is necessary to have a shippinr; container that can ba produced cheaply 
and in g_ua.ntity to meot the needs of' mass production. rlo.nufacturing close 
to the market keeps down -transportatL,n costs and makes it possible to 
meet the demands of the customers. 
Figure 9 shows the distribution of the four corrugated box plants in 
Oklahoma. These four are located in the eastern half of Oklahoma, and were 
first established at their present locations primarily to serve the glass 
manufactures and glass container packers located in this section of the 
state. .Approximately tm)·~thirds or the total production of corrugated boxes 
manu.factured in Oklahoma still are utilized by the glass industr~ir here. The 
remaining; one-third is distributed among the many different types of' mer-
chandise being shipped throughout the trade territor.r of the respective 
plants. 
The South West; Box Compony at Sand S;:,ringn is the lar13;est corruga-l;ed 
box manuf'acturer in Oklahoma. Xts average production is apJroximately 
t,:enty-ti10 to twenty-three m:illion square fest of corruga,tecl board p<1r 
month. About 25 percent of tho corrugated boxes pr.oduced by the plat1t is 
consumed by tho Kerr Gl&;;;s Company al so loctrted '.;lt Sa~d Springs. The 
South West Box Complll.1.y is a complete one-unit plant. The phni:c hae the 
capacity to produce considerably in excesg of its present average production 
of corruga't,od board. Hence .. it does no'b exfJact to increase, in aiz.e in the 
nea:t' future. 
The Muskogee branch of th.a Container Corporation of Americri. :ranks 
second in production of boxe::, in Gkluhoma~ vd,th an r:...vera.c;e yield of· approxi ... 
mutely six million square feet of corrugated boo.rd per month. Two-thirds 
of this amount is utilized by the glass companies aurrou:ading Muskogao. 
'I'he remaining one-third is consumed by the numerous food processing plants 
and other industries located :in tho surrounding territory. At present it 
operates as a sheet plant, obtaining its corrugated sheets from the Container 
Corporutic,n of .;'.r11eriea unit at Fort 'J¥orth., Texas. The Oklahoma plant was 
established with trte id'.:l<:t '1£ expanding its local market. Business has been 
such that the manageme,ut expects to install a c:,rruga.tor in the near future. 
The Clarksburg £-aper Company at Ada~ a branch plant of tha Clarksburg 
Paper Company of Pittsburgh, F'eunsylvania, is the third largest corrugated 
box :manufacturor in the stato~ It is a complete one-unit plant ·with an 
average production of' approximately five million square feet of eorrugated 
board per month. This box company is unique in the fact that i·b only 
supplies one customer,, the Hazel Atlas Glass Company plants at Ada and at 
Blackwell. Oklahoma.. Due to its proximity to the t;li::as company.,. transporta-
tion costs are reduced to a m.inimu.'11. except for small tr&nsportiug charges 
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to Blackwell. The Clarksburg Paper Company does not plan to expand ita 
production in the near future. The plant has the necessary equipment to 
exceed its production of five million square feet of corrugated board per 
month. should the gl ass company need more boxes. 
The smallest of t .he manufactures in Oklahoma is the Sooner Corrugated 
Box Company located in Oklahoma City. l'he average production or this 
plant is approximately 400.000 square feet of corrugated board per month. 
This plant operates as a sheet plant. obtaining its corrugated materials 
from the Lawrence Paper Company at Lawrence. Kansas . Although t ne smallest 
corrugated box producer at present. the Sooner Corrugated Box Company an-
tioipatee a greater relative expansion program than any or the other three 
box plants in the state. The company expects to construot a. ne1t building 
having approximately 15.000 square feet of floor space and if business 
continues to increase. as the company expects it to do. a corrugator 
will be installed later. However, a.f'ter the company has expanded it will 
still be the smallest corrugated box plant in Oklahoma, with respect to 
size of plant and production. although its output of corrugated board is 
expected to increase. 
; 
Three of the four ooITUgated box plants in Oklahoma were first attracted 
to Oklahoma primarily to supply the numerous glass factoriea located 
throughout the state. The other one, the Sooner Corrugated Box Company. 
developed from a cross word pu&zle factory and ia the least significant 
box plant in the state. 
The tour corrugated box plants in Oklahoma r~present two different 
stages of development. The South West Box Company and the Cl arksburg 
Paper Company could be olasaitied as mature in their evolution. That 1a. 
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they are both completo one-unit; plants, ond they do not arrticipute any 
i:mmodiate expansion either in plant size or tra.do 'territor;y•. '.the Mtuikogee 
branch of tl1e Container Corpor;,iticn of America expects soon to i:n;:,te,11 a 
corrugator, while t:he Sooner Corrug;l;l.ted Box Company is noi:1 constructing a 
new comphd,e one-unit plant, but at 2reaei;1'b they may be classified as 
youthf"ul in their stage of' development. After co:rrugutors are a.d.ded to the 
two sheet plants., and the markets adjusted, all four corrugated box plants 
in Oklahoma wiil be complete one-unit box plantse Then, they may bo all 
considered as mature, or stabilized in their development. '.i'he fact that 
all of these companies are anticipating ,:mlargement of their market or 
continuation of present demands is reasonable evidence that the;y- expect 
the manufacturing indci.stries in Okla.rioma to continue to grow in the future. 
The £our corrugated box plants in Oklahoma employ appro::dmately 177 
people, and the average total production for thes,2 four plants is about 
34',400,COO square feet of corrugated board per month. The co:ubined 
capital value of the four corrugated box plants in Oklahoma is approximately 
~;1;500~000. E&ch of the four corrugated box plants in Oklahoma are sub-
sidiary plants of larger box organize:tions located outside the stato .. 
It should be emphanized that, in every case, the box company established 
its p).an't in an area where there was a lnrgo demand f'or corrugated shipping 
containers. It was necessary for the plants to locate t:.1erasel'l."'os near 
established and potential customers in order to give satisfactory service. 
and have a low transportation cost,. which arc cousiderod necessary require-
ments in the successful operation of the corrugated box industry. 
These four corrugated box pls:nta have the capacity to supply moat of 
the manufacturers and sLiyp~s located throur;hout Oklahoma and limited areas 
outside with corrugated boxes for tho ho.udlint~ and shipment of th$ir 
to meet &.ny reaso:'.l.able demautls. 
li-t;tlo likeli}10od th.at a:uy new plani;.s ,:iill be located hars~ ie.:.1d t:rnt is 
~z it should br.:;, f.ro:a1 an oconcrn.1c point of vie~·i, becanso th.e vresont 
p rod:v.cm·s ":1€et the neecla of' the state. 
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